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• kind, and the latter will continue t
carry out the orders of the board
when made necessary through the
-neglect of the contractor. Conclusive
evidence was before the board that
ttiter a reasonable notice to the.eott-
tractor, work of petting the streetk,
in condition or to remove ild pipe ob-
structing the sidewalk was neglected.
lit one instance eight days after
notice to Bridges, the police depaet-
meat demanded that the dangerous
place have a red light on it at nights.
:led for three nights the street de-
1,: touted had to put up lanterns on
datigerous places left by the emi-
t: actor.
•
a MAY BE APPEALED'
. BOARD OF WORKS MAY NOT DROP THE PROPOSITION AS
ADJUDGED BY THE DECISION OF JUDGE DAVID CROSS
--WHEN TELEPHONE OR LIGHT POLES ARE REMOVED
FROM SIDEWALK ONE WHOLE SQUARE OF NEW CON-
CRETE WILL HAVE TO BE LAID.--BOARD OF WORKS
• CHANGES /METING TIME FROM EACH WEDNESDAY TO
THE FIST AND THIRD TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH. ,
I. •
' The street sign proposition was
leiere the hoard of public works pes-
Itr4lay afternoon for lenghty discus-
,' *ion. City Solicitor James Campbell.
;Jr , informing the board of the deci-
eoint of Judge David Coos of ten days,
ego. in this connection. The. board
of works has a strong belief that the
jedge's decision in the Leake and
Cohen cases can he reversed in the
circuit court, and they talked at.
heietth yesterday of appealieg the Ina. Mg company put in, for hauling dirt
.o• .
getion to Judge W. M. Reed for al:- end gravel from the public streets.
•juilkation, but without fully decidine
44 this appeal point, the hoard de.
1'e4 the onestion river until the next
meeting of the body when final, ae.-
vim' will be taken as to whether the
*matter shall be carried to the bigher
court. as the city solicitor is incliner!
is, think Judie Reed will place on the
lew a commun  different front that
vi Judge Crewe: The board is of the
hr. in* theynodimmcc still holt valid
catric4 higher. therefore if they let
ihr question stand where it is under
dge 
Crossins.. looking like the board made
e ecalieion it would leave
eltaltetekle 'rake aloe ii their signs wit 1-
' et eutherity
When the tf aCt ion company was
allowed to put the double trackage
-on liroadway between Fourth and
Witt streets, and also pernitted to
put down the new curves at Fourth
am! Broadway. Fourth and Kentucky
a %Title, and Third anal Kentucky
income, the traction „company entered
hoe it contract with the board of pub-
iie works to keep 4n good condition
for five years the hick street at the
ekints where the new tracks and
eti's es u rut doe n. The original of
this contract has been lost between
the board clerk and cit.: eolith-her.
and in order to have a copy of it on
file, General Manager Bleecher of *e
Icor company yesterday agreed to
lurcish duplicates to the board from
the contra, t cripie• he ha% in his
frier. • 41
.Waime-. the jeweler of 311
Ilreedway, wants permission of the
hi.: rd to erect an electrically alb,-
mined clock sign in front of his place
of htiOness. and his application to this
effect, with design of the proposed
sign, was referred le City Electrieian
al:Phew...It fur inspection and ap-
proval.
• C'ty Engineer Washingtnn was di-
rected by the board to lay eighteen
•
ADAM WAS A SUICIDE.
Ate the Apple for Love of Eve.
Nqt Wanting to Be Sep-
arated from Her.
' Chit-Attie. Jan. 23.--.Arlain
* tile fleet 'Mel& and he killed44 , . „
• emnseir ler. ere of a ouman
I. 'Rattier than allow Eve.`uith
. whiiitt lie was in love, as Ro-
ipeo was With Juliet, to ilk
4, elope. after !the had eaten the
I apple and , come ender conee-
* qeent seatepce of death. Adam
I , ate some Of the hpale, too, and
. Ili thins l'Ipill ertai that he would
ti: die. .
. .
e . Such was one of the 'unusualle 'gre„doetraw.s adgaoceei before a000
I. paritresszen Qrebestra hell Stin-
t 'lay night by .Rev. Charles T
; ituesell of Allegheny, Pa., who
.4' tervire,un ehe "geert brow of Sa,
•
1
lanai Empire." •
"Adam reaify cotetuThowl sui-
cide." declared Mr. Russell.
"Fiecattee he loved Eve so
fondly—as the only living thing
• eirCokt.11 tehich..which he could
7 hiere.pettimatiioniliiree-he ate the
/ forbiddeo fruit, after she had
le pertajacti thereof and' thus
i knowingly brought eentence of,deolai upon himself. He fre-
er lowed the woman': example
f9
through his love for her and
thus killed hiniself by putting
himself under the proclamation
(..f the L 
l
ord.
t , • : e tatateatdan-h .•
i.itAteeeeaay. tp see that"
oc an 
:
fla-tu 
- t etittaill alike de.' You
avill remember.. that God said
Yaeeeeere,eai eltereni yrei will
119.10 ilte,‘.itt riderritig to tht
4' forbidden fruit. .*
* *There you have (rd': an
i* dimity for 'it " .., AI
,E 
. fe
• s.
eseetedeMetet.•011 0
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A rule of the board is that whets,
.4 telephone, telegraph r.r electric
light company takes up a pole and
einsee new one along the edge of the
improved sidewalks, that there %kali
be torn up the entire square of con-
cretc in which the pole stands, and
new concrete put down. oniv of the
companies have been putting doen
concrete right around the haw el
the pole elem., and a. this makes a
bad looking place, orders were issued
,
for all the pole companies to abide by
the rule, or stand the consequence. 
po sTH0LE
The independent tefephone com-
pany was directed to lower' the long
iron bar projecting up out of the &et-
crate sidewalk alongside a pole stind-
iitg in front of the First Bapeist
church parsonage at *Fifth and Jeffer-
son streets. The bar sticks up in 'a
dangerous manner, and liable in trip
someone and cause them to ht in -
jived by falling.
Fieserintendent Keehler on the city
electric tight plant. laid before the
board a list of supplies needed at'ae,
powerhouse. hut the board &Kirke
not to order the articka• until tle-
genc.ral council finally adopts the ap-
t octionment ordinance that will shoe
hew- much Or allowed the light depart-
ment to be expended this year
The light superintendent reported.
that the !tannery sewerage system
pumping station at Third and Clay
orreti was being operated day and
ream now, pumping gewitlef4;014
the underground insists.
showed he had warned peopls to
sitc.ec goods from their oifflare te'pre
vent the articles being damaged by
water backing into the 'llasernents.1
should, the pumping maeletteVitleieei
down and fail to operate.
Supermtendent Kerbler of the city
light plant. wants the ode: wires
cesinected at some place WM those of
, private light concern, for purposes
, r.f testing the city wires vinen necce-
sety The private concern was re-
quested to make a rate. ittreing ii hat
thief would charge foe permitting
maintenance of the testing connec-
tion. •
The private company furnishes
electricity for operation lin the ma-
chnery in the city's sanitary sewer-
age system pumping station at Third
and Clay. The company wee, asked
ea submit a r e. showing what
charge they de tre for supplying
the electrical current. When the rate
is submitted it will then be con-
sidered.
/ The biard hid tip°'the question of
to : ineurance upon the citY powerhouse
butlers. but as the policy does not ex-
pire for etveral. weeks yet, nothing
was done towards ordering the in-
sistence renewed. .
The inemhera decidedathat histeafter
the board of w'brIce would meet npon
the first and third Tuesday of each
& month. For the past few years the
Z betty has been 'meeting 'each Wed-
: neatlay. but -these weekly sessions
lake up too inuelh time, so hereafter
meetings will he held only twice
kerb month, unless the work of the
• Lard 'should require ineetings each
0,4* week.
I ettATABI.g. LID.
•
etch tiling in the deep ()lieu gutter nu
esecond between Clark and Adam;
street, then toyer it with gravel, and
lave a manhole leading front eerth'e
stuface down to the piping below, so
the rainwater can be property carried
ace ey, and not accummulate in the
deep surface glitter now running
along there.
There was allowed the $44.48 ac-
e,unt the Nasloille Roofing and Pay-
jhe independent telejplione corn-
was given permission to erect
a number of new poke out In the
cemetery :and Fountain avenue :sec-
tion of the city. • •
, Further time was given City Ensti-
Propertyneer 'Washington in which to estimate,
tht cost of the wheel
-way down thee Property at Twelfth arid Madison
over front levee at foot of Broad- streets has been sold by C. C. Walker
wayolu order A solid firm frinndation to George Marshall for $775 and 'the
oill exist to hold Cp the wharfbriai' deed filed for record yesterdaylieth
.41treingethe rise and fall` of the J. M. McCandless trineferred ' t
over. . i 
. , the Kentucky Realty company for $tContractor !lodges complained' and other consideretione 'eproperlYAtom Street rnspector Elliott nieking on Bloom :Nemo..
. relsmut repairs out along the'llaveintat 'W. II. Padgett transferred to lal#• , 4 erieerage work that is being per4eThe ePadgett for $1 and other censidetat-hy .Bridges. Bridges wan. \t.
atechenicsberg. 
: e ke. tea) tions property on Bridge street 'iupairs made trriugh the; .
ireetehoardbut the hoard dec4ei i ee had ; .‘ Land in the ColtitSpripg seff'on p
' 
,
•• t
the street inspettor in 0'1 1.01 Ike' the toanty hes been botiitht be'laiol
Stop Gambling in Parts of France
—Thrives .in Others.
• Paris. Jan. 23.—Nice. Cannes and
other alediterrancan resorts are pro-
testing energetically alpine Premier
Cleme3CCAll., order suppressing gam-
bling houses, claiming that the clos-
ing of the casinos will ruin the water-
ing places of the French littoral and
drive visitors to. Monte Carlo and
the Italian resorts. In consequence
of these representationsl M. Clemen-
ceati has suspended the order eo far
as the littoral is concerned, till Feb.
t, and in the meantime the govern-
ment will investigate the ritieetien oi
permaitectly exempting the coast re-
stores from 'hr pros iaions of the
order.
0.
SUED FOR RENT
PADUCAH POTTERY CLAIMS
OTHER CONCERN OWES
Stos RENT
E. Champion from Minnie Jackson for
59Po•
For nz,760 land in the county was
sold ley E. B. Wren to J. B. Bishop.
If, W. Rottgering sold to Caroline
Louise Rottgeriug for $1 and other
censiderations property on the Cairo
road near Roglandtown.
.• 
.(--
Licensed to Marry.
\Inner PhicIpe, aged es and tactuseit.
Stratton, aged 21 or the comity, were
granted a license to marry.
Bankrupt's Petition.
EIwaod I'. Baker of the Fulton
Fish and Oyster company of Fulton.
Ky.. yesterday filed a petition in bank-
ruptcy before Clerk John R. Puryear
of 'the United States court here. He
gave too liabilities and no assets.
AIR YIELDS NITRIC ACID
FOR MEN OF SCIENCE
leenion. Jan. 23.—The Cementec
annomices the discovery of a process
for cioracting nitric acid front the at.
moephere in such a way as to make it
available for commercial, industrial
and agricultural purpre'es. It is as-
serted that the new process has
superminent advantages over all other
processes aiming at the same result.
It is the outcome of original re-
searches by Sir Williitm Crookes, sup-
plemeated by experiment. by Pro-
fessor von Kra•alski and Electrician
Nuesicki. of Fribourg University.
THIS MORNING
4218 ON GUAR
THE OHIO RIVER HAS RISEN
NEARLY FOOT SINCE YES-
TERDAY MpRNING.
SUIT INSTITUTED IN (NAVE° WILL BE
JUSTICE'S COURT YESTF.RADY 43 
BY 
OMNI
SHERIFF OGILVIE TOOK AL-
BERT ROGERS TO THE
PENITENTIARY.
Lexington Bank and Trust Co.
Confers Power of Attorney on
George C. Wallace,
• 
The Padneah Pottery company yes-
terday tiled suit in the court of Jule
mice Charles Emery against the Dris-
coll Poohole and Augur company for
$ios claimed due for rent of the build-
ing at Sixth and Trintble ateeets. The
pottery people nwp the building which
the po.thole concern ha'. been (w-
earying for some month. The
l'posthole" factory has closed (linen
and •4 not doing business any more.
Bcip Taken to Prison.
: Sheriff John W. Ogilvie returned
last evening from haddyville where he
carried Albert Rogers to :terve on!
year in the penitentiary for obtaining
einey by false pretense:
Rogers during the December term
of criminal court got one meld' in
the county jail for stealing some
clothing from Weille's store wade
employed there as a delivery bof
lie was then sent to the phnitentiary
for tweka months. for steeling the
bicycle of Druggist Joe Gerditees
boy and selling it to another. 'He
finished serving the jail Sentence for.
the clthing theft, and the 'judge let
him remain in the jan for sonic ilayee
as the boy was trying to get a pardoe
from the governor of the.pentientiary
term. Na.paedrin entaingahe is now
raken tirne. • " •'
• b,
Power of Attorney.
The Lexington Bank and Trust
cempany has conferred power of at,
torney to Geo9ge C. Wallace, in or-
der that the latter can release a lien
upon property ou Jefferson between
Ninth and Tenth streets thatesvae told
by the Wisdom estate to H. H. 1.ov.
Meng as it slides up and down the the county clerk.
Sold.
BACKWATER RUNS THE SEW-
ER CONTRACTORS OFF PART
OF THEIR WORK.
Evansville Seems to Think the Worst
of Ow rood is About Over—
River 6o Miles Wide at Cairo.
This morning at 2 o'clock the gauge
at the foot of Broadway showed the
Ohio river stood at 42.8 feet. which
is a rise of eight-tenth: of a foot
Since ytoterday morning at 7 u.clock.
as at that time the gauge showed only
forty-two feet even. When 'taken this
morning it showed the stream was
alowly creeping up the hank and the
predictioes -for a forty-five toot slfage
will be surpassed, it is heliteed by
the rivermen, who see no early pro:-
pect hi the stream coming to a stand-
ill and then falling.
This morning by daylight the gauge
is expected taleereeil forty-three feet
which will be the same as 1893. when
it came to that poitit. This will be
the highest here for thirteen ytrare
ba:k. and the seriousness of the situa-
tion becomes more grave every day.
The jury reported to the judge
yesterday that they were "hung" in
the suit of A. J. Atchison against J.
D. McElya, and unable to. agree.
The judge then dismissed them until
this morning when they will resume
t ensktering the action, which is for
atiectoo for alleged standee.
Atchison is. the timber man and
c'aims that McElya and he had a iris-
melerstanding over some fencing and
that McElya clanked Atchison was
a d-- a thief and scoundrel. Atchison
now sue: for damages on the
ground that the accusation is llamas-
iag to hie character.
There is now on trial. an will be
given the jury this morning, the
suit of Moe • Maggie Overstreet,
widow elf William C. Overstreet,
against the Ancient Order of United
Workmen for le000 she claims is
eye her on the life insurance policy
her husband carried ita this fraternal
insurance olrganizataao. The coin-
ny claims the deceased was not
entitled to any ineurance, and that
tee policy was cancelled when he
eetered the saloon business.
An agreed anrendled petition was
ailed in the suit of James A. May-
yard against the East Tennesoce
Telephone company. Plaintiff claims
damages on account of injuries re-'
crived while working 34 lineman for
the company on Kentucky avenue
between Third anti Fourth streets.
thstil the next term of ceurt .was
continued the suit Clarence
Greenlee eleigeese - Bert Gholson.
witerent Greeolea cleims Gholson
d-ove his boggy up onto his horse at 
Argued Insurance Case.
Greenlee animal. 
Judge D. la, Park returned 'teeter-Ninth and Broadway and injured the ,!ay mooting front Fragltfoet, where
Sheriff John W Orpisic reported' IciOurtaPPeaandrcdarigu. b:rg-the-adb-r;ase.71Poreiiaris_c
Exuma Allisote adutinisteatrix of H.
C. Allison. against the Fidelity Mu-
tual Life Insurance company to en-
force payment of a $sgmata phlicy
held in the, company by the late If.
I' Allison. Attorney Cecil liced
arktwd the case for the defendant.
recTthic7n Pifoairnatieneufi-Ictdrial"ortphs and a e
lion where Mrs. E. F.. Jackson wae 
and the litigation seas then sidintitted
"se-Tuesday given Vs damages against 
t.o the court
Mr. Allison was the wealth; •t.,
The Postal Telegraph company he- 
bacco dealer during life, and carried
gamae the company- did itin promptly 
the $5.000 insurance in this company,
deliver a message sent lies. 
Jack. which refnaed to pay the viaidow after
eon notifying her of the death of her 
StA icdnenatlhlacion the ground that Mr.
fade?! to* pay the last
premium. !be Allisoft lawyers claim
that the isenefits accruing to the
policy when,epplied convert into •
preyoutu t to continue the
ipon 1 ie Pill force to a date 
de-/d
follow-
n John G. Rehlropf for $t9.000 the 
Itet cd(roicerrehtere thh he
it by false bills of sale and drafts. hence. 
w‘1117i'rrillired 
hut
tahpepelAlait;bank claims the Rehkopf4 got from 1,:td3teTt
There were tendered the bill of evi-
dence and exceptiona in the case : ANTI-TIPPING BILL IS PASSEDwhere the Paducah Commhezion
cempeny and Henry Atone appeal the
the appellate bench at Frankfort the Cheers Greet Missouri House Vote
they claim he owes them
G. Wolinggs efevre.cosed from fur-
ther refieee'on.eteelietit jury and F.
M. Matlecle4SMIAfftuted.
VOL. 23, NUMBER 232
WANTS $10,000 FOR BEING
CALLED 444 THIEF.
THE JURY thOW HAS THE LITIGATION HERE A. J. ATCHI-AcLASON WANTS DAMAGES BE CAUSE - IMS J. D. Mc-ELVA USED TERMS IMPLY INC Tl'IA TCHiSON WOULDSTEAL SUfT OF MRS. MAGGIE OVERSIILEICT AGAINST
. THE ANCIENT ORDER OF UNITSW WORKMEN GOES TOTHE JURY TODAY. ALLIS ON LIFE INSURANCE CABEARGUED BEFORE APPELLA TE RENO*.
6 102110v6Peck
as follow •
McClure:'
Billington; E.
-Illinois Central r
Styer clai
him about $ .ae some
OM en
timber deals. e
. E. Fla Woodward claims $toono
&mazes taeup .Saantiel J. Anniston
on the grind that the latter : had
Woodward arrested on a false charge
Wooward it the agent of a picture
''eillsrging concern and toik an order
f•ein Billington to enlarge a picture.
Alter it wee Suiehed Woodward took
it to the Billington home to deliver
hut found •inliington absent. Be-
i liegton when by came home found
some one had stolen about $t3 from
the house during his absence, and
charging Woodward with getting the
money, had a warrant iseuedeagainae
ellc picture mane who came clear,
however, on trial. Woodward sues
Lillington foe damages in the slim
mensioned.
4. Fels tiro & Rubel shipped some
goodie to a dietant point avec the
Illinois Central railroad and the
boxes . were loet. Fels sued: but a
aliPpronitic having been made. the
ectione will he ekemissed toil'
et.
The aeli • r trial today are
Steyer vs. W. A.et-
ward vs. B. J.
Is Bro. & Rubel vs.
droad.
• McClure
result of
h- had wild to Richard Cslissi for
its. the grocery stock of J. V. Per-
kins. of Eighth and Husbands
streets, the sale toeing coinieeta4 in
the suit where M. Livingston & Co
sties for several hundred dollars
due them on eccount from Perkins.
rt•other at Wingo.
On being shown the court that the
federal tribunal lead ordered k Rch-
lsepf into personal bankruptcy: there
stets then confirmed by Judge Reed
the suit ef the American-German
National bank against E. Rehkopf
, 39.,
t- Sto9e Sewer Work. 
CaSC wherein the commieeion corn
eThe hfickwater, coming from the patty and Arena were fined $750 in
, tee- through Island creek and then
n into Cross creek to beside the
droad shops and yards, has run
nkactor Taridgea and his men off
t e new sanitary ,sewerage work near
t$c Gregory vineger factery at Elev-
enth and Kentucky av6tie. At that
netint the lethererc are engaged laying
the big isrick mains.for the • tinder-
ground sewers. these niains being
near the creek arid the backwater
riling up has rim neer the brickwork
and the men have to abandon that
Pbrtion 
- 
of the work for the time
heirthr. -, - •
, The contractor has his men now'
flaring the tile pipe on Clark near
Tenth street. Tennessee between
Tenth and Eleventh and on Eleventh
tnivarde Norton street. the backwater
not interfering with these thorough
farce just at present, but if the river
ire: two 'feet higher this will flood
Tennessee between Eleventh and
Tenth to the extent that the opera-
tons will have to be stopped there.
As the water rune the men from one
se.ction they bend their efforts to lay-
itig the daine at other points which are
h gher an not interfered with by theIli d
b ekwat(r.
-e---
, Worst qi Moocf About Oveu
lEVansville, re nd., Ja. et-- the Ohio
Aver continue: erise here. It is i.e.
peeteri that the' rest of the rice will
•••..
(Continued Page Eight.)
.4"
Fameh street. Arenz has since
eiciod up the shop. He is trying to
get the appellate bench reverse the
fine, assessed here.
1 • ••••-- •••••
the court here for. running a 
J. ffeeitffe 11 y, m .1. , i a n as ---.
I Over: gteete the passage by the
'bucket shop" on Broadway 
ar•h011is{: aa' Ahe Al•mzo Tubbs
anti ` vote was 86 to
jo. s White the giving
el any money or presents or any
I find by a. man to his waiter and
• A' receipt was filed showing the 1
Weakt A it, poiawfol for any restaura-Western National bank of Louis-
. teur . or hotel .1cceper to permit cm-
ployes tpt any tips. The bill
cr
-.elle had been paid $7,661 paid to the
H. A. Rose estate by the National
Life( Insurance company. The Rose
estate got judgment against the
company for .this sum, which was
tlei amount of the policy Rose held
in the company during life. Rook
had transferred the policy to the
Setuk to insure payment of a loan,
and when the company paid the
money it was turned 'over to the
financial institution which tiles its re-
ceipt now for it. -
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
Was ordered to tollect immediately
the money-'due for the steamboats and
bargee the commissioner sold to pfi-
vate parties in windinging up the busi-
ness of The Paducith Towing com-
Peny, which' made an assignment
some months ago. The sale of the
iterating property' was made on six * grittiest
months' time, but the judge orders * der instruct n.
North un-
front Washitig- *
*Co
the collection immediately. . *- ton. It is ewe:timed that the *
Thomas Hodges sues, q. R. Allen * Japanese came to Honolulu tinder *
and W. B. Kennedy for several them- * contract. and after serving a short *
send dollars ,claimed due him for to-' * time 'of employment in the *
bacco he turned over to the. two * Hawaiian Islands were sent to *
others to be sold for him. 'Now Pactac points under contract.
Kennedy and Allen put in a counter *
claim against Ifpdges lor $1.572.gt
has
tessions.,N,;; 7 - 
-merriment at all
OcryernorVk's- antidiscriminatiott
hill, whiclepreve "'a firm or corpor-
ation Irm, 4 products higher
ie or oar 'state than in an-
°Beige olar:patsed the house. The
hill is stimeilWalitets which reduce
their prices tetoporshily to delve out
competition n a Oven territory.
a e  , ii * *
* 
. j ' es'lie. .. .Z. e• e 
-
..e a
a
* laps Are ExclealgaL *
* • ' SPI: ‘ Fra !lc* 4), lin: 23.—The ,*
* steamer Alameda arrived today**
• from Honolulu with about etso *
* Japaneses laborers aboard, Theo. *
* were refused landing by Ittoni- *
* * * * * * ! e * •*
-;4
;44
•
r,
•
•
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Printers' Devils NVho Have
Risen to Eminence.
LIMN:A •
PERPLEXING
IS QUESTION
"I didn't know you could make a lie had just enough money to gct POLICE DO NOT KNOW WHAT
_ out the first issue. Some of the mat- TO DO WITH ARMY OFsenator out of a 'devil," remarked Da
vid B. Hill, then senator from New ter he setup himself, besides getting ROLLER SKATERS.the advertisements, hiring the .newsYork, when two men appeared before
boys and dickering with the newsCI • the bar of the United States senate
dealers. The presswork he was oblig-to be sworn in as members:
ed to make a contract for, his capi
"Oli, yes," replied Senator Lodge.
tat having melted away by the time
"The transition is a natural and eass
the forms were ready for press. Theone—(in your side of the house."
nThe two men presenting themselve,ewspaper made a Irt, and Mr. But-
ler besame a millionaire. All throughwere Jeter C. Pritchard and Marior
his career he has been governed by,Butler, both of North Carolina. They
the sante self-reliant spirit that ledhad been corn- apprentice .boys in a - him to leave the ease. The only ofposing room.
tic he ever accepted was that of pres into the business section of the cityFrom Gutenberg to Franklin and idential elector at large for the state every day on roller skates, sailintfront Franklin to Greeley the insy
w
of New York. along like race horses, darting in and ases have been fairly studded with When Richard Watson Gilder, who out of the crowds on the thoroughbrilliant names. Through the door has often been alluded to as the fares. So many of the little ones areof the composing room have come poet-eiitor of the Century Magazine flocking down into the business partgeniuses wit° have written their was only 11 years ow age he set all of town that the police believe theynames on the nation's roll of honor, the type and did all the presswork will have to commence keeping thein the halls of legislation. in science on the St. Thomas Register at Flush- nfetter ones out.and in art. ing, N. Y. It was his own paper. Al- Everybody likes to see Hit ehildreiIt seems to be an established fact
that a printer seldom becomes a rich though his journalistic venture did out indulging in the healthy exercisinot have a large circulation, he learn- upon the concrete sidewalks, whichman, but he has opportunities which ed many valuable things. The exit- make a good rink, but it is much prcf-tend to make him an intelligent one. ing presidential campaign of, attSo erable ii the little ones would remainAs a rule. he becomes a good studen• found him at Bordentown, N. J., out in the residence part of tow u.of human nature, observant, even where he set up and edited a redhot where the crowds arc not so thick. a:critical. Some one has said that "n Bell and Everett sheet. He was there is less danger of accident thanother American artisan has such s then 16. At 10 he started the New- in the business portion.chance to learn, to improve, to get ark Morning Register, edited by his In the business section the childreeready for that tide which comes to talented sister, Jeanette L. Gilder do not only endanger the pedestriansthe young man and which must be and himself. Here it was that he but arc themselves in a hazardoustaken at the flood or not at all." decided to let others do the print position, as vehicles and cars masHon. Peter Connolly Pritchard car- ing and the worrying, while he would run over the children and hurt themried the galleys and sponged the
"stick to his oen." The Broadway police think the)type Ai the Tribune-Herald office in Everybody knows of lion. will have to start after the little one,Joneshoro, Tenn. Innocent was he P. Hepburn as one of the honest some day and "shoo" all of them outof any higher ambition than to stick men in congress. He represented of the business section, as they %souktype well. It is said of him that he 175.000 citizens of Iowa at the time a flock of geese. They are botheredwas an "accomplished devil," as- of his tirst.elecrion. lie received his to death, with hundreds of complaintsitting the foreman in making 
up
edusation 91 a printing office. lie each day about the children.the forms and never causing profan-
was born in Ohio, and at the age of J. J. Bell author of -Wee MacGre-its. by making pi of the matter he eight years he was taken to an ob- guts" "Ethel," etc., has a delightfull•issAst ht:ht 
age- 
ui.traing. of 16 he was an expert ; 'cure Iowa settlement. This was in humorous Scotch tale in the Red
eninp.I.itor, a proofreader and a s cry ! 11(41. tie earned good wages before Book magazine for February emittedhe was of age, being known as a "Mr. Donald MacDonald."fair writer on current topics. At 17
he was in Bakersville. N. C. away great and accurate compositor. Heir One of the strongest, most grip-
.n the Hunt fed the- Second Ohio cavalo into ng stories of the month it "Redno the Smoky mountain 1, action as lieutenant colonel. Hagan," by Churchill Williants.• Ste 'tern uart of the state. where the
which appears in the Red Book flag-moonshine-es. the Indians and the lie- Among many other famons menwho have made "type talk" in their azine for February.,Rows revel in the most perfect cli-
mate *it the world and have little else I
H. t ,"
day arc John M. Farquhar, William Mu.-e beadliitil portraits of beauti
to revel in. Here he established the lienrichsen. George I). Perkins. fist WOIllel than thus which serve
Roan Miountaiu Republican. It be- ISamuel M. Clark. Senator Hawley. to open the Red Book magazine for
thkened the skill and energy of Daniel S. Lamont, F. Bret Harte February. probably_ were neser be•a
.111•MID
Everybody Approves the Sport, But
Children Endanger Themselves
by Coming Down Town.
The police -department fears it will
have to take some step regarding the
thousands of children who come down
ex-Gov. Black of New York, Sallow' fore published in any single issue ofDaniel Boone for one to make a sue-er4, 
of a newvaper iii linch a apar„ Chorens and hundreds of others a magazine.
who came an from the print shop.— Niaarten Maarten's story. "Sciencely settled. moncyless section. Mr Cincinnati Enquirer. and the Cow- iiithe Red Book mag-P suritchard cceeded. He mare he n
azitie for February is humorouslypointed a very strong co-operatis •
movement among the people, in and
tient to building tip a large eirculati• CUTTING CHARGEfor his paper. In 0487 tic was 1 7
reuse-ti to practice law. In 0494
be-came a United States senator.
Marion Butler was horn in North
'Carolina in 11163, and up to the time
reveridge entered the senate from
InfEsna he was the youngest man in JONAS SUP:H GIVEN POST-
Oat branch of the government. When PONEMENT UNTIL NEXT
a strung man he was a printer on the MONDAY.
Clinton Cattcasian, a Farmer,' Alliance
pasier.
William Dean Howells.learned .thr Will Cramer Fined Sto and Costs for
trade of a compositor in .the Intelli Knocking John Wright Into
!sower/office. owned by his father, in River from Steamboat.
Hamilton, 0. When the young typo
Was fa the family •moved to Daytoil, '
pnrchased thc Transcript and made Jona• Smith. colored. was arraign-
-it i laily newspaper. All the sons
ed before Judge David Cross of thc
DOCTOR SUGGESTS COMMIS-
set type. 'Meer a two years' stow-
. tile they failed to make the new en- police court yesterday morning and SION AS CHECK ON ILLE-
, terprise pay William Dean would his case continued over until flex GA' OPERATIONS.
work at his ease until ii o'clock, and Monday. lie is charged with cutting
at• 4 he would be tip delivering pa- Allen Jackson, colored. during a craipers. After the collapse. game on Rawleigh Row on Itnrnetstruck a job at St a neck setting between Sixth and Seventh streets.type tin the Ohio State Journal. In amI'Sar he was writing poetry of very 
Will Cramer was fined po
costs for knocking John Aright of:good quality, lie wrote a :ampaign the steamer Russell I.ord during :life of Lincoln. on which he realized 
whilia. profit of $16o. With this mehney 
fight they had aboard that craft
she lay in the local harbor. Cramerhe took a t;leasure trip' to Boston 
• knocked Wright overboard with aami made the acquaintance of James bloat of the fist, but the latter acrain-Russell Lowell, Oliver Wendefl bled out of the water and hack t -1101ms• and other brilliant writers.
This it as the turning point in his ca- 
the craft, from where he was again
knocked into the stream.reef.
Rosa West was tined $so and coittWh"n Amos • J. Cumming!' was and Lida Rice tined $5 and costs fe.s.elected :o congress front New York • engaging in a fight out about Ninthcity he was hailed as the man who and Wathington.had set type in nearly every state In Until Saturday was continued thethe union. At the age of 12 he wa•- warrant charging the Utterback Ad-a -devil" in a country printing office. vertising company with violating thgbut being no:seised of a restless, ad- eirjr laws by refusing to move theventurous spirit. he refused to stay three billboards hanging over theset,' long in one place. lie was with public sidewalks from sides of the'Walks!' in the last invasion of N,oc- McPherson drug store, Gilbert dr:se,aragna. In the civil is ar 
store and Paducah Banking companyry on the field of battle made him , buildings at Fourth and Broadway.sergeant major. Ile received a med- lrt order to prepare for the ease tival for bravery. After the war he be- attorneys were given the postpone-s-ante editor under Greeley 
"H the Trent until Saturday.Tribune. He soon made his markOile of time best practical journalisti ' TO VOTE ON WHISKEY.of the day. Charles A. Dana gave 
--- --Mr. Cummings the place of manag Election Called for March 25 in Law-Mg editor of the Sun. lie adopted : renceburg.novel and brilliant style of gather-ing and presenting news, which gave Lawrenceburg, Ky., Jan. 22.--.\ pe-a tremendous stimulus to the Sim' tition was presented to County Judgecirculation. Ile was always a dem- John B. 6helly today asking that anma-rat. but in congress he was found election be called in this city to taketo he fearless, conscientious and faith- , thm• sense of the voters as to whetherfel to the peoole's interests. r not whisVey shall he sold within
. The man who ,tarted the political . the cmirporate limit:. It was signed
••, 
agitation which made Grover Cleve- It`). 130 citizens and voters. The pe-!and ore.ident was Edward H. But- Orion was filed and Judge Shelly or-her. /le staved in life as
 a Kist", dered the election to be held Marchin Leroy. N. V., his native town. i 2 -
I concerned with the cow s milk andgerm infection and should be reasand pondered by every young moth-is
 CONTINuEnivr Ai n ..tili4elratundt:.
sort Of story from
U 1 the usual is "substitutes." by. C.sli
erine Carr in the Red Book magazine
for February. dealing as it doe: whit
an anakening to the excellence of
things as they are on the part oi ;
middie-aged married couple.
WOULD CURB
MIDWIFE EVIL
Chicago. Jan. 23.—Sweeping re-
forms in the conduct of local loopi-
talc which will be advocated at the
next council of the Chicago Meehial
society on the second Tuesday in
February. now are being discussed by
physicians. It was learned yester-
day that the chairman of the (-ari-
mins committees have been making a
thorough investigation of conditions
as 'a result of the recent arrest of
physicians for illegal operation,.
Dr. C. S. Bacon, former president
of the society, asserts that the mid-
wife problem Is one of the most dif-
ficult to solve and he urge; that the
boara of health appoint a commission
of physicians, all of whom must be
merribers of the society, whose limy it
shall be to keep in touch with the
practices mmf midwives and report all
irregularities to the board of health.
lie recommends that the city be
divided and that a number hil physi-
cians be assigned to investigate con-
ditions in their sections. He feels
that there would be a decided de-
crease in the number of illegal opera-
tions were this plan adopted.
Dr. Bacon said that this system
Was adopted by the ,health depart-
ment about ten years ago because of
the large nutnber of illegal operations
reported to the authorities, but . for
some reason the activity of those as-
signed to this work waited and disso-
lution of the commt,,toil followed.
Dr. Bacon asserted that ,for six or
seven months the number of illegal
operations was so few that physicians
believed the evil had becn abated.
However, there later was ii marked
revival in • unprofessional practices
and Dr. flacon believes that the crit-
ical • tage now has been reached andke. became ti Irk aMbitiOU•i to re that it is the duty of the city authori--rain. longer in his home v'llaze. i Many a Iran :ries to mpke up for ties to take aittion. lie feels coloi-e we.it iii Itufra to, ;,,ut curt a lack of a Eteal.e .102.1 by an ex- dent that the good reardts'acc.iin:igd a newspaper of his own—the News cess of iiced.—Chicago Tribune, plished by the defunct ComMis:ion
could be duplicated.
Dr. Bacon said that the state's at- ANTILOBBY BILL The fact that the antilobby bill ‘•asitorney's one has nut manifested on the calendar for enbrrossmentbrthe greatest energy in the prosecu- ought a large crowd to the chum-
tion of those held for alleged illegal WILL BE her of the house of representative,.operations in the - past, lie suggest- The galleries were tilled with wonieit
ed that doctors held for such crimes and the lobby encircling the seats ot
should be denied bail, as he has per- the 
representatives was crowded.
sonal knowledge of certain doctors
held to the grand jury for operations 
ENGROSSED 
GOOD BEHAVIORwho continued their nefarious prac-
Dr. Bacon said that while many 
HOUSE NEARLY UNANIMOUS 
FOR MEASURE AFTER AU- NOW  PROMISED*
tices up to the day Of their trial.
patients prefer the, attendance ot
midwives the fact remains that such 
THOR AMENDED IT.
service is merely a secondary con-
sideration with this class of practi- 
. ALEX BLOODWORTH SAYS HE 0Republicans Fail to Support Oppositioners and that their real mission it WILL BR GOOD FROMto receive patients who are willing 
ti Offerer by Hill
NOW ON.to submit to an operation. Were mid- 
of Butler.
wives content to devote themselves
to the purpose of their calling there
Jefferson (it), Nlo., Jan. 21—With Notified the County Attorney Thatcould be no objection to them, said 
He Hes Closed dis "Pale AleDr. Bacon, but many of them gradu- only one
 
dissenting vote, the anti House ad Retired.ally lose all pretense to legitimacy. lobby Lill was sent to engrossment
after it had been twice amended by
Alex Bloodworth notified Cou.sts
According to Dr. Bacon, there are 
•
members of the Chicago Medical so- 
its author, Representative Hughes of 1500 doctors in Chicago who are not
ciety, and the temptation afforded 
Calloway county. 
Attorney ;Albert Barkley yesterday
law in treating patients is boundless bill, even in its present form, and. 
Representative Hill of Butler coun-
that he had closed his place of linsithem to go beyond the limits of the ty made a strong speech against the
nest: just outside the city limits be
yond Mechanncsburg, and would notDr. Bacon said that while the re- after voting against it. changed his
Chicago cannot be questioned. there
give any more trouble to the countyspectability of the large hospitals of some os 'the affirmative. leaving Rep-
authosities, who have warned hot)resentative Silver of St Charles coun-is no doubt that many of the smaller
he 'will be prosecuted on the many
ii he does, there will be revived andty the only dissenter.
tion commission • uch as be urges
The principal amendment was the indictments tiled away some months
hospitals would keep an investiga
substitution of a new section, which
ago against him in the circuit courtbusy seven days in the week. The .
society is aware, he- said, that Chi- 
was taken from the statutes of Ness 10/00dWOrth seems to be in earreat
cago has scores of institutions where 
York. Under the bill at originally
and the doors of the house have beenintroduced. and to' which there was
closed, and things ire "on the dead"money tempts unscrupulous doctors '
and it is up to the authorities to bring 
some objection rai- ed, it would be
around that way, as compared to the
about a change in conditions. 
unlawful for the paid agent of a cot former lively scenes which existed,
"While I do not agree' with Dr. 
potation to speak to any member of
and especially each uight,the legislature except tinsmith the
Bloodworth has no license to bellWebster that hospitals and dispensa- 
ries of Illinois should be placed un• 
committee, and not thn e moil after liquor, but has been disposing of "pale-
der control of the state board of i°tic 
had complied with other condi-
ale," which is an intoxicating beret.-
t 41t amendment makes the lobby se
age put tip under that guise in orderhealth," ,Irge said, "I believe there
to deceive the authorities. The gamut-should be better regulation of .these lit or legislative agent file with the has been ferretect out though, snitinstitutions and more rigid rules pies 
scribed for their conchs:L.' 
secretary of state a state-mem of the the liquid proving to be intoxicating.
invsstiga 
 at. Coroner Huffman's 
interest or corporation he wishes te. Bkiudwortit has been indicted on the
office yesterday revealed that se‘en 
represent. together with the leans-
Ott his promise, however, to close
charge of selling without a lieeLse
cases of alleged illegal IVieratif.ns 
lation he intends to promote or op-
pose. 
the joint, which has been the *entreehave been reported within the last
ten days. The coroner stated that 
It does not deprive him of the priv
of much trouble to the authorities
while- the number of cases of this 
kg 'if discussing a bill with a mem- yeses, he has been let 06.
character shows an increatig over pre- 
het once he has complied with die The "skieltioes" order was given nine
views years the recent fatahties we're' P"A""i,;:t:11(1':isttilcorthei expetis,• lh- occurred at his place fait Saturday
as Ow result oi a general tight which
endoubtedly stiperinduced by weather ettrred by the- lobbyist during tit' night, and in which he a slabbedconditions. The most skilled star- session of the legislature must be and several others fined for beinggrom hesitate in performing opera- filed within thirty days after the drunk and disorderly. •tions under unfavorable weather con. close of the session by the 
Acid. 
corpora-dition•. he said. because of the prob- 
Caricability of fatal re-suits. 
tient represented. verified 4ty the oath Took bol01 the legislatiie agent. Lewisville. Ky., Jan. Al 
—Cha-lerViolations of the act are punish- iffcr of 837 East Madison streetThe Texas .Never Too Old. ibis- lot imprisonment in the pettiten- committed suicide at his home yes.President Roosevelt is almost aped- tiary ;or two years. tine year in the tertlay by taking carbolic acid. Ifs-ogetie in his demand for two new bat- comltv jail. or 3 tine of $iam. 0 its despondent because b hail herotieshios of the Dreadnaught class, both tine and jail sentence %nil ia•l usable to work, having enjured his s.II.' wants it understood that lie is not ore by a corporatism to tile the state- 1:ind, and because his too childrenasking for any increase in the nasy. ment sithin sixty days after the Cme v ere ill.' After taking the poitont lielie merely repeats what lie said in uss,,,ssibs.d the °denier. walked into hit bedroom anel calied tohis message to congress last 15e- Itee forfeit the sitni of Poo a day for . is wife to kiss him. As she. did so
• 
ea-miser—the 113S y must net go back each tf.ty. the same to be collected .he %nailed the acid and summoned'ward. Obsolete and worn-out ships in an action be brought by the 1j:set:butas si:cian at once, but Peiffer -nonamust he replaced by new .amid good :monies genera!, unconsootis and ditchones. "The old battleship Texas, for 
instan:e. would now he of little 54' r
vice in a stand-up tight nith a pow-
erful adversary." he declares. EDGAR W. WFIIT-rEmoRaThe good old battleship Texas is
serving a far !reties purpose than to
There was a time when she used ti 
stand up amid fight' foreign fleets
try the patience of the authorities by
siolating the navy regulations and
runiniss ashore- without leave. Slim 4'
, ;lb
•
was regarded as the greatest land -
going battleship in the world. • Het
weakness for exploring the shoals and
mud flats of our harbors made it looi
34 it she (flight to he transferred to
the coast and geodetic survey.
That teas %Shell the 'Texas was
young and flighty-. Non that she
appears undersized and my, of date
she is worth more to the United
St4tes navy than any Dreadnattght or
Satstnna etc!. launched Nobody REAL ESTATE AGENCYknows how many tittles in recentyears she had to be replaced by bat-
OADUCAH REAw. ESTA'rr. WESTER/41 KENTUCKY FARI4
THLY PAYM 
be dAil
tlevInps of double her size anti gun-
fire. She mas not fill foreign na- 5110PIENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VIMtaerruory REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PR/CB LIST
T.
tions with awe. Inn in the hands of
it skilled navigator like President FREE TO EVERYBODY. SAND FOR
'Roosevelt she answer. once or twice EIDCio• 41 gui. asooutuk,•*•. Adea year to strike terror into the hearts
of eongress She ought to, be kept
afloat and in comtnission forever,
merely as a standing argument for f
bigger ships and a big navy. • WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOMERepresentative Foster of Vermont
has introduced a bull authorizing the Quit paying rent. Let ue bond the house; you pay for it as rigisecretary of the navy to test the cf- pay rent. Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Mut lots as ohsfeet of a large shell filled with ex- proposed oar extension on Broad to union depot sod os ABMplosive gelatine on the armor of the streets frays lip to 113go each. Buy now on installs:seatTexas. The experiment, he says, will while cheap. Trio is the highest round in the city. Propert7Pailcost only abottt $2000. Scuttle the armada(
Texas? Tear her buttered ensign
tire ship. Some one ought to nail to
INCORPORATEDthe mutt her holy flag. She is good
nnfor a big aual naval appropriation 
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & .MORTGAGE CO.
L Bard D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. Phone 765.
.
down? Never! She is a perfect treas.
for the next generation.—Esatioville
Coorier.
e
1500 LIVES LOST
As Result of the Tidal Wave in the
Dutch East Indies.
The I lague. Jan. ss.—The tidal
wave which devastated some- of the
Dutch• .East .Indian islands south of
Atchin, as announced • Jannary ml,
practically engulfed the islandof
Simalu. - According to the latest in-
formation received here. Simaln has
almost disappeared. It is said that
probably Lsoo persons lost their is
Violent earthquakes continue to be
felt daily. The civil government 1,1
Atehin it;ts gone to the scene cf tbs.
catastrophe.
•
•
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REJECTS as-YEAR
SENTENCE AND ASKS
99 YEARS INSTEAD
:it. Louis, Jan. 23.—The request of
a negro prisons': yesterday caused
-comment in Judge Maench's cour
ra'om among thc lawyers.
William Reeves, charged with the
ki:ling of Ira Chapman, another
negro, refused to take a twenti-fic-
ye at sentence in the penitentiary,
k,...4 'tiered him if he would plead guilty,
bur said ninety-nine !years would be
satisfactory to him. Reeves got what
be asked.
C. A. Newton, assistant circuit. at-
torney. in discussing Reeves' refusal
' to plead guilty and take a twenty-
five year sentence, said the negro had
more sense than some of his critici.
"Very few men sent to the peni-
tentiary for twenty-five years ever
, get pardons," he said. "There is
1
every chance in the world for a Wee
to either get pardoned outright or be
paroled on good behavior after serv-
ieg a few years. t think the negro
had very able ad \ ice front his attor-
ney?' ' I
Japan's Knowledge of the World.
The fact is, we suspect, that the
supferounese understand the rest of thu
norld better than the world under-
stands them, for the reason that since
the "opening" of that country it has
been a very serious part of Japanese-
public and private business to stud)
the re•t of the norld and to learn as
much as pot•ible about it. Japan-
-ear ignitions has.- been numerous in
alntom 'leery civtlized laud, aeouir-
ing uot only the general arts and sci•
encese but also and pasticularly the
especial knowledge which was to b•
itausted iii the individual coontries
thus sisited. That knowledne has in
tern been imparted to and has beet
eagerly sought by the entire Janan•
‘Vhily the noirld at large
lta• interested l'aelf in Japan largely
because of its pizturesque charm, the
f Japanew haer interested themselves
t in -all the world in the most practa
cal, aystematic and businesslike way.
Vail,- we have looked at Y11%60.1412.
and them. blossom • they hat-.' lit rai-
led constitutions and industries.—
New l'uirk Tribune
• s
Our Amb-seadors to England.
' The highe,t honor within the gift
• a nevi's. elected Nrnericati preti-
don i• the ambassadorship to the
sawn of Si. James. and one need only
recall to the memors of the preseat
us 'ter arm names as James Rne-
e sell Lonell. Robert Todd Lincoln.
Thotrav• I Rayard. Juba I fly. Joseph
II Choate and Whitelaw Reid to es-
tablish the fact. It is an honor some-
what ssliffietilt to beatou. for, in ad-
slitioa to Ow diesinctive iartisan
charaCter of the pa...Ilion. it i• nrres-
sary to find a man of eery high pee.
sonal diameter. of modern diplomat-
ic quatiticsitiesite. and of great nealth
The disesseery of an individeal who
eneubilie• all these • irtees he• kept
many an .•merican president awake
re nights, but. happily, the problem
has alwaa • !wen eatisfastor:ly
Bayard and Hay were comparafively
poor men, but even they Were pa's-
esaed if soirietent mean* to life on
In the rettitirewent of their hien of-
'in all ab•nrcIty inadequate salary.
and the present incumbent i• many
titres a millionaire.-- Pall Mail Ga-
lett.- II-endow.)
If.riehes of Schools.
The function of education varies
with the peitni:artin. The rule of the,
three Rs is no longer alisohne. Ed-
nemion Is araimptthory throughdit tlie
country.lite it may mean one thing
• in a New England village all f1 :moth
• en in a laves city contra-oil
The orte of spe
eia;britit in t nmsir and ilraw4tie
many common ,schools now
s-notigh to star' any talent that may
esist 2n limits. Iii•ectitins The hie
.w Iiich tit girls as well at
• ts - v, for ewertler:'e increase lin mem-
heed every year. Norsnal scheols pre-
GET ME BEST.
• •
I Wits.; SSiVt'
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BSTER'S
INTEKNATIONAL
DICTIONARY 14.
_
• 
Recently Enlarged •
WITH
25,000 New Words
Mew Gazetteer of the World
unit more than 26.010 Mies, based on thelatest census ret urns.'
Ntior Biographical Dictionary
co/nitwits' the over 10400 noted
penants, date of led It, death. ote.
FARM by IT. T. ITAREIR,Pb.D.. LLD"
run od St stem Commtsidowerot Education.23$o Quarto Pages
nos mos. rano IlInstrtilrat. R'• Bindings.
Needed in Every Home
Also Weatiter's Collagist* Dictionaryins Vs --ps nes lassastevs
tslitien ji.3.!-es. $ Wattage.
Di IAn. Edit14•1164•113k1U la. Feisty.* irontiimeni Vitra. n L 4.row. 1114.0000 btvullnn.
"DittiontryWriakke." 1l10014044 poesph eta,
• G. iSt C. MERRIAM CO.. •
Pairtishors, lortissitele. Maas.
pare our teachers. In some cities the
child may be carried, on the taxpay-
tr? money, from the kindergarten
through a college course. Lately we
have gone a step further, and, not
satisfied with elaborate opportunities
for the sound, average or normal
child, have been developing training
for those who come maimed into this
world crippled in body or handi-
capped in faculty. The crippled, the
blind, the dumb have been excluded
front the public schools, but the less
definitely helpless', but still defective
children, have been allowed to clog
thc wheels of progress.—Collier's
Weekly.
Where Cmaries Come From.
Germany carries a large trade in
the export of canaries. Every year
she sends no fewer than tso,00n of
thee birds to America, tow to Eng-
land and about s000 to Russia. The
great nursery for the breeding of
canaries is the Harz mountains.
NIany of the peasants are engaged
in the work of rearing the birds, and
receive wages of from $50 to Stas
year for their trouble—an important
addition ito their earnittgs. Many
canaries conic also from the Black
Forest. but they do not fetch such
high prices as the Harz birds, not be-
ing considered such good songster*.
—Philadelphia Inquirer.
Art Obvious Conclusion.
Those who listened is the mann
and noman pytcd at the station
heard thio coneeraation:
"Good-by, dear." sad he.
"Good-by. Don't forget to tell
Bridget to have *he chops for din-
ner," she answered.
"All right."
"And he sure and feed the canait,..•
"Sure."
"Lo-k un the silver every night."
...virsy elts
"Anil don't forget that the gas
man is coming to renew the burn-
ers. lk sure and hate him put the
four-foot burner n the servant's
room."
"I'll remember."
"Order kindling %%await asti Thur•
day"
"All right."
"Consult the list I mask out if youi
forget anything."
"I will.'
"Better not kiss me People will
think we are jot.: married."
"*.st if they hate been listening." .--
Argonart
Hea!th Hints.
OIMMIll.mma
Never girt e0liri feet, especially in
politics
For palietatiim th•- heart, quit
reroling market quotation...
A g•wsial way to treat appendicitis is
to cut out the Virgratt
Avoid late hours; when the clock
strikes 23 it 10 time VD 5,0 to bed.
NLaladfee %hid' fail to respond to
any other treatment shliuld 1w treated
with •ilent contempt,
Remember that care killed the cat,
and the man silos ha' no more than
nine lives can't afford to worry.
Nose bleed is freqeently caused by
not minding out own linsinees.
ma) be cured by :ailing the pus
goo the interest shrug
store,
If yon are fat. get thin: ii thin. get
fat.' \attire never intended yisti t••
be satisfied %% WI your weight.
A be sting is g ow wi for rheuma-
tism, and therefs•re those who have
bites are seldom troubled with sci-
atica at the same time.
Drink plenty of Watt'i. 11. 4 the
clearer earieties being preferable: that
%%itch yam get from the milkman m .y
kontaia baeilli.
For hay fever. take large !doses of
poison in rapid succesaion until re-
Those who hate tried this
stSrling remedy- have never complain-
ed of the aake trouble afterward.—
The Bohemian.
WOMAN IN FLAMES
SETS HOUSE AFIRE:
MAY NOT RECOVER.
f it: Louis. Jan.. 22.--Mrs. Bertha
Mussler was in flames and the fur-
nishings of the room in which hewas
being consumed were bursting, when
two men bnrst in the door of her
home. No. 21.27 .Dewey avenue, West
Granite City, and rescued her from
incineration yesterday afterwou.
tier clothing had been burned from
her, the fun-moire of the apartment
had been charred. and the wall paper
NV:4g blazing wheu Throws F. Leydea
and Mr. NfeCasland 'saw the" light
'n the onsill and broke into :thc
house.
Mrs. Massler is subject to fainting
snells and atiffered one while she is-as
sittitig near a redhot stove. She fell
sgainst the stove and her clothing
was ignited. -A woman across the
ttreet *.aw the flames °from her win..-
eow. bur was 'so overcome by the-
nieht that she could do nothing.
After beating the fire front the
' svomanithe resenere obtained buckets
of water and distinguished the litirn-
ieg furnishings.
Mrs. Al ussler '-as bOrned from hea-1
to foot atur, probably lint re
e-s-cr. She has been Hein?, with her
sisI5-1-, Mrs. Henry Rs-niche-. ,
lalea•-tre differs-iroin the rtOse
its that it remains oleasant when one
'.ogks lack npon it:
_ _
Pneumonia Season is on;
It's Up to You.
Take care of yourself and pneumo-
nia can't touch you—it's up to you.
An eminent specialist gives the fol-
lowing rules:
Have plenty of fresh air day and
night.
Guard against chill and damp.
Do not overeat Or overdrink.
From early fall until late spring,
during all the cold, raw, wet, change-
able weather, death in the guise of
the pneumonia germ rides upon the
blast.
And nobody can :aave you from
pneumonia hut yourself.
It is a case where an ounce of pre-
vention is worth tons of cure. For
of all the diseases this is our of the
easiest to avoid and one of the hard-
est to cure.
Consumption is ranked as the most
dreadful of scourges. But while con-
sumption carries off roo,000 victims
annually in this county, pneumonia
follows close with to6,00tt.
'And while consumption is being
mastered and is on the decline, pneti-
inonia still baffles medical science, and
iv on the increase.
Ssience has identified the "pneu-
mococcus" germ, it is true. It is
everywhere—in the dust, in the damp
and et en in our mouths by the mil-
lion. As a mere potential parasite
it doesn't amount to nitwit, if only
we would keep in fair "condition."
Overexposure, overindulgence or any
weakening of the system gives the
germ his chance for deadly work.
There is no physiciau can tell yeau
except in the vaguest and most gen-
eral way how to avoid pneumonia.
And if you are stricken with the dis
case there le no known drug that will
certaiuly arrest its development, no
system of nur•ing or treatment upon
which you may safely rely to carry
you through the crisis.
And yet of all diseases this is toe
one in which the physician's earliest
possible attention is most important.
He may not be able, o• cope with the
disease directly, but he can conserve
your s:tal forces and give you tibat
"fighting chance" which alone can
sue you,
This Store Lends Umbrellas.
.% • least one %bop in this city make•
a nrsctier of lendirtg umbrellas to
its patrons who arc caught out in
storms walostit those very lit
articles.
All that the person applying ha. to
du is to leave her ?lame and taddres•
and :Ake the substantial umbrella giv-
en her. The store does the rest--
taut is. it senile fair the umbrella later,
so that the very die:agreeable ta•k of
leggingsit hack again is rendered un-
necessary.
That thi• is a move in the right di
rection all those ladies who are ir
the habit of starting out improteuted
in the face of a gathering moult an
witting to en
-ear: certainly the cour-
tesy renders the shop eery popular
and a favorite port in an approaching
cyslone.—Baltimore Newe.
PASTOR GUARDED
FROM THE INDIANS.
--
1 mops Protect Minister Who Anger-
ed Stioshones by His Stand
on Treaty.
Lander, Wyth_ Jan 21.-1'4 Rev.
ja•lin Roberts and his family are dons-
at Fort 1Vashak1e as a precato
tion against the threat( of mal-con-
tent lmlians, who, he believes, afc
staking his life for the pact he took
in svpport of a treaty by which the
S:osshone reservation was thrown
(spelt to settlement last summer.
Mr. Roberts was waylaid by some
tsi the malcontents. but he escaped
sand reported his experience! in eh!
°dicers at Fusrt Washakie. A detarr•
trent of troops wast sent for Mrs.
Roberta and their chili,. The murder
lsst week of George Terry is laid to
the same malcontents who now threat-
en the minister.
CHICAGO ORGIES HAVE
ROME BEATEN A.`8LOCK.
•• 4 I
According to Carter Helm Jones' Ser-
mon at the University of
Chicago.
Chicago. Ill.. Jan. .z.—The Rev.
Carter Helm Jones. of Louisville, in
prt aching at the University of Chi-
cago, declared the 'worst orgies of
Rome are beaten 'in Chicago.
Some men have so much trouble
that they get used 'to it and. think
themselves happy.
Labor Protests Stop Work,
Washington. Jan 22.,--! n conse-
quence of protest received at the
envy de•partnieni from organized la-
bor. the secretary has telegraphed ghe
csmmandant of the 'Boston, New
York and Norfolk navy yards to sus-
pend all extra work on Warships in
course of construction or being got-
ten Its sitape to join the Atlantic fleet
at Guanatanamo. The charge was
made that at each all fhese yards the
nicri were working More than eight,
tnd in some instances as many as'
'twelve hours a day. as well as at
eig-ht. Sundays and holidays. It was
alleged that tihis was in violation of
'the eight-hour law and contrary to
(he 'orde7 if tbe ksesidcnt.
-
A Modern Woman's Dir.
The mod.crn woman, by adhering
rigidly to the rules laid down by the
up-to-date authorities for the benefit
of her sex, can .make the following
useful disposition of her time each
day.:
Physical culture exereises.. ;(2's hour
Morning tub 
 hour 
Massage . and application of
Brushing and treatment of 
t :Tutcold cream. 
hair 
 t h
Manietning nails hour
r
Brisk walk 
 hour
Eating breakfast, with thor-
ough mastication 
 t hour
Massage and anointing with
cold cream 
 I hour
Brushing dust out 01 hair hour
Luncheon. with thorough
mastication 
 r hbur
Afternoon nap 
 t hour
Dressing for afternoon calls  t hour
Making calls 
 2 !tours
Massage and application of
cold cream 
 t fun' sr
Brushing hair 
 a hour
Modeling finger nails
Pedicuring  . 
1bles::int:
Shaping eyebrows 
1
1% hour
Sponge bath 
Dressing for ,dinner 
 r hour
Dining tin simple. King Ed-
ward style)
Opera
Supper (no
Hot bath  
Brushing hair 
Massage and cold cream 
hour
 2 :.,,t1rf
I hour
Vs hour
hour
t hour
hour
14 hour
8 hours
 313/41tunrs
Record
mastication)..
Physical ctilture
Sbow•o• bath  
Sleep 
'rot ii
exercises..
--Philadelphia
0110***********************
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• HONOR TO THE EAGLE. 4
•
**********•.**********Sl****
The' eagle was adopted by Congress
as the national emblem of the United
States on June so, 178o, and the great
seal of the United States was made
to hear the famoous bird displayed
upon it. The eagle is "the emblem
of that strength which uses victory
only for peace," and a biography of
the American eagle, which has been
written by Harry C. Oberholser, as-
sistant ornithologist of the biologi-
cal survey of the United States de-
partment of agriculture, shows tha•
the bird is deserving of all honor
says the Evansville Courier. It it
the so-called bald eagle which the
congress selected as the national cm
blem.
According to Mr. O• berholser. the
American eagle is a devoted husband
and father, abhors divorce and race
suicide, is not unfriendly to man
prefers fish to any other food, and is
really oldy a hawk, though a true
bird of freedom. The -American eagle
differs from the German, the Ans.
trian. the Russian. the Napoleonic and
the Rof11311 eagles in that they are ot
were birds of prey.
"In story books and newspapers,"
says Mr. Oberholser, "eagles have
many times been accused of carry-
ing off young children, butt most, if
not all, of such tales- were wholly
unreliable."
The eagle sometime,' lives to be
nearly too years old. It is not usually
sodabk, but lives singly or in pairs
and dwells in the wilder places in
all kinds of country, from tropical
deserve to Arctic regions. Regard
Mg the habits of the bald eagle. MrThe Proper Suspension. Oberholuter says:
"W:te" the People of .)ottr (Own "Under most circumstances wary
out West discovered that. the :nava and difficult of approach. with an ey•had been misappropriating the pub" open for danger and giving suspectedlic money did they suspend hint front things a wide berfli, this eagle never
431%t;t: from a tree."—Baltimore Aurprisingsy
theleas. where dot molested, is often
tame and uninspkiousAmerican. Unprovoked, it rarely attacks man
although such instances have been
ThA 'atilt thing that realls is wstistrepd orte prefers trees for watch-
for atts. is that which norks gpod foriomtninglea,eddeToceint,itsictoburt iiden st hp: in:a kse7 f-
11.
ace in the rivers apparently loostit,s
for fish.
"Though not a gregarious species,
it may. at times, be seen in companies
of as many as ten or even fifteen in-
dividuals. It is evidently not lacking
its conjugal affection, and the first
mating results in an alliance, defen-
sive and offensive, that is believed to
last as long as both survive; butt wlitaa
one of a pair dies, the other. male or
female, soon steures another part-
ner that at once assumes the respon-
sibilities of the interrupted house-
hold."
Great is the eagles and great is the
country whose emblem is the eagle,
Bound to Come.
It is bound to come. Sooner or
later we may expect to hear that un-
dertakers have raised prices "on ac-
count of the increased cost of liv-
ing."—Toledo Blade.
- ---
Muff Changed to Artistic Background
Those dainty fiat bag muffs will
have to be made over or laid ascay
if women follow the latest Paris idea.
The first view of it here was in a
fashionable restaurant the other day,
when the onlookers had oit surprise.
The woman who introduced it wore :
dress of dark greets velvet, made with
a bolero jacket and heavily braided,
and a small fur toque with a few
sable tails tumbling over one ear,
She carried an immense muff of sa-
ble of a.cu • s shaPe. As she seat-
ed herself she drew out her hands
and flung the muff over the back of
her chair. As she did so the muff
opened. but, revealing the fact that
it nag like a small rug. perfactly flat
In the lining were two pockets
Whets the hands were placed in these
the rug was twisted around and a
muff was ,formed. The furrier is ho
conceived the idea ceidently appreci-
ated the decorative properties of rich
furs and knew that women would en-
joy carrying about with them a back-
ground which would throw them into
prominence. Russian sable is idea'
for such a mud, for it is light ir
weight and gives the idea of delicacy
The finest of sable muffs are inter-
lined with eiderdown -Nen York
Preto'.
•11111111e '1141111111111111,1s.
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The Quick] Meal Range
The Qarge cf R,uality
•
WE EXTEND TO YOU A MOST CORDIAL INVITATION TO
CALL AT OUR STORE AND GIVE US AN OPPORTUNITY TO
DEMONSTRATE THE MERITS OF THIS WONDERFUL RANGE.
IT IS ASBESIOS LINED, THEREFORE RETAINS ALL THE
HEAT.
THE BODY IS OF RUSSIA IRON. FASY TO KEEP CLEAN AND
NEVER NEEDS ENAMELING.
THE BODY NEVER WARPS. OWNING TO A SPECIALLY CON-
STRUCTED AND PATENTED FEATURE OF DESIGN.
THESE ;THREE—AND MANY OTHER—POINTS MAKE IT THE
MOST ECONOMICAL AND ALTOGETHER DESIRABLE RANGE
ON THE MARKET TODAY. COSTS NO MORE THAN THE
ORDINARY KIND, EITHER. SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY
L, W. Henneberger Co.,
Both Phones 176
Incorporated-
"The House of Quality"
422-424 Broadway.
•-.
5.
Om- ..•44 54 • •
• • • • A '"
/444%
fr.
•••:,...watar-trtz.
iiiiY REOISItli
PUBfaISHED BY THE
I StEGISTIIR NEWSPAPER CO.
Incorporated.)
Registei Building, pa
!
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democrat aith the threedemocrats, ite
will el,.,:t a democrat.elf, on the other
. hand, the democrats vote for one of
the three dtmocrats for president and
I
each candidate vote for his oppo-
tient, it will elect tlie republican
There is one other way open, but it is
Broadway one that the average man would
the republican
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
SOHN WILHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary
Entered at the Phetoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as steond-clasa mail matter
;
One Yea* 
Fax Mon.  as..50
Three  1.25
One wCC.  so
An
regularly
The
phone
to receive this paper
report the matter to
.01Sce at once. Tela-
d 315.
NOUNCEMENTS.
City ?Ser.
We a autherflaird to announce the
(panda °floe A. Purchase for c ty
sailer. Wert to the 'action 40f-- the
c patty.
c. ndid
city j
the de
autheirized to announce the
• 0 W.' T. (Billy) Read for
r. subJett to the action of
cratic party..
We ' authorized to announce theLc
candal of Sam L. Etc.adies for city
jailer. "abject to the action of the
demostic party.
Railroad Commissioner.
We are authorized to announce
Georgf W Landram, of Livingston
relieh, and that is for
not
candidate to vote for hlinself. This
would mead much criticism, and with
some people would prove odious not
only for the present but for all time
to come. While the republicans will
have four members present, or a ma-
jority of (soul,' it *iniposiible on a
•trict party vote to .elect one N' their
unie.se the 64 erected votel-.
•-,•*: •' ;
for hainself. 
• .
&IMP
.• .
Same. of the larger-city papersiare
-devoting much space to denouncing
the midwives and "illegal operations."
If they Would get the'bearta out of
their Own eyes in the stiaie- f cer-
tain cards their olesertations would,
haveAtore. force with theis readers.
The cards or "personals" referred to
are advertisements of Pie very evii
they .are.preaching about .in fliEr edi.
torial - colUmns.
Aceordisig 'tr.; 'reports 'from 'I.ouis-
vine .the tire
paring to
Kent nets
is a ttust
attention
maaers it
insurance
raise, the , rates
cities and towns.
trust is pre-
in forty
Ii there
in this country that needs
at the hands of the law -
is the lire insurance trust.
IT the 'accusations against Senator
Joe Batley arc true, and in spite of
which he was re-cleated for another'
Six years, then he is intl'eed att dan-
as a candidate for railroad &crous maim.'
inner from the First Railroad
of Kentucky; subject to the
•
action- of the democratic party. 'flit next time Tillman attempts to
get amity lie should have a blue,.
Thursday. Morning. January 24. 1907.
• i
1 Bailey's Re-election.
Ville. Setteor Bailey has been le-
electa, it will not keep the Inlet-Win
peopte front thinking and talking.
We an not believe that the right kind
cm
of neinan wotild want and accept re-
t election under the clreurnitances that 
Matteadol Bailey's re-election. r.
Rail ry may take his job and Inc him-
self vo Washington but he ha.'.lost
the respect of the public at large. s
do not believe that a man
• should be eopdernned before he is
heakt, nor do ac behest. that the til-
ilIg .'of charges against a man make•
hi guilty. Bur according to our idea
i tbeight kind of a min, e,pecjally a
U ect States senator, against whom1
eh gee has been • tiled, instead of
fa*ting to keep off an investigation,
vauld come forward and not only
cotrt a full and frev.ma -est-: :.g 
' 
ation but
.1 Ps --c
togdemand that one li'ie given the mat-
teP I', Mr. Bailey was not 'guilty of
t ' charges made against him, he
c
1
d have well afforded to await ex-
°gyration after a Intl and free trial.
h iii. he fought agaList the ineesti-
g
h t " to Texas.
re he 
S at e to g ia
I
innt'fr.ont ike, vety-start, and he left
scat'in fli
• fiiita.li
Tleri
t se . forces, wits,
-e left sec?-ppgoirkimtessested to oh-
net the investigation, but fortu-
i tely for .ttircausertillstice to all
. ties' cone T investigation
3ill be made. Ilai ey'e; friends Sue-spleX
tittie,•
asiestreeL .istehete few ;hie. re -election, but
ler-siteli a voteethat his. victory Tilly
really be turned to defeat..
Bailey's curnigliff0e way through
t' whole affaitIa4- been such as tc
make the people : mother states to
hug! an /Anion Thai his relations
withthe ntilr:tlit have been of such a
nature as. s? ..rae5t discredit upon
him. Texas might re-elect Bailey for
Ilia .inext twenty ..,rcafil,'bvt.'the' aver-,
.- -
age person will always have Tess re-
spect for- hint on account of iii.
actiofic in 
_the, 
.......101 1.4.s* :
.. „ ,
' The Deadlock.
The public is very much interested
in the meeting of the board of' alders
men tonight. One of the Democratic
unlimber:, and that side's candidate
-foe presidTnt is, and has been for ten
eays confined to his bt.d with ma-
lanai fever. This leaves but three
democritts to be present and four Re-
sttblican s. Heretofore. the rePtiblican
candidate for president has been
casting his vote for the democratic
candidiaae and the democratic candi-
date (-acting his vote for the
flit candidate for president.
eight, the republican votes
board handy and draa a diegram.
• I Inheritance Tax as Cure for "Syron-
.
all F9rtunto,"
.
i (Chicago 'Examiner.) •
1
 
Americans are hearing a good deal
about death taxes on fortunes as a
remedy . for the "billionaire' disease.
Mr. Roosevelt ha a several times
told
way
and
his fellow- countrymen that the
to fight the fortune of a thous-
millions is to tax it when the
owner dies.
There is nodoubt that a reason-
able tax on inheritance 550u14suit
Americana
When heirs reedit- a large amouitt
of money they should not object to
paying something to the government
which insures them peaceful posses-
Ilion, which portects the child in its
minority. That is merely insurance
money, Nice fire insurance.
Bat tee do not think t that Mr.
Roosevelt fills his fellow citizens with
wild .delight when he offers them an
inheritance the as a cure for the finan:
cial evils of the country.
If a man has stolen money, why
wait until he is dead before making
him give. it. back? Millionaires die
If he haa stolen his money, why
take only part of it when he dies, if
you must wait so long?
If his money is his honestly while
be•lives, why isn't it his when he dies?
If a man has got what he doesn't
property own, take it away from him.
If he has got what lie properly
owns. let him have it, and let his
children have .it.
Two things arc calculated to arouse
sympathy. One is a dying man, or
a cottage. and the other is a young
child.
The Ptempesition to tax the big in-
come and fight excessive wea!th
that wily proposes to take the money
away from a man dying or dead. It
puts our great government in the po-
sition of saying, "Billionaires are too
much for Me while they are alive and
vigorous. .But let me get at them
when the)-. art'., dead and see what I
n-ill do."
It also puts the government in the
position of saying, "I may not be
able tom fight- John Snooks, the bil-
lionaire, hut watch rue fight his chil-
dren. I'll get it away from them."
The people of the United States are
not wildly 'enthusiastic about the
death taxscheme because:
If a man has etolen his.money he
'should be forced to give it tip a: s e 
once.
Because, they don't like taking SCHMITZ CASE
th.ings Tom corpses.• "f
And hoc'ause. they prefer to take the Mayor and Abraham Ruef Itakelg
thing from full-grown able-bodied Lose Court Fights.
anens rather, than from widows and
chi!dreti." We hope Mr. RoF•evelt
has another icka and will give it to
usf
P. S.--sWe repeat what we have said
befoitie that it you want the best
Wort: "from the ablest men, you must
give them the reward that they want.
There is no reason, of course, for re-
warding a big thief with a big for-
repu-bli- 1 t711;i•
If. to- But there is every reason for re-
, warding a,. powerful man. honest andfor tlte itseful, with a' big fortune, if; that iS
1
what ,he want*.
It is true also that while some men
work very hard to get money for
themselves, other men and better
men work very hard to get money
for their 'children. If you reward a
man by letting hint have money to
gratify his own selfish desires, be-
cause he works well for you, sou
should not refuse to give him the
reward which is higher in his eati-
mation, the satisfaction of providing
well for his children.
It is often a bad thing for the
children to have so much money left
to them. It means that they will
never do much for themselves. .
It is Oso bad for the man hitusclf
to havictbe big 'fortune some time.
You lettlaim have it betausesou,know
he wa that reward. '
Them et his children,haye,,it, be-
cause lik-Jrnow he Wants that le-
Ward, the fact that be wants it
Is very uchao his credit. Tackle the
big, liva. men. Children and ,corpses
are poaw, knme.
• 
The Curmudgeon of Jamaica.
(St. Louis Republic.) '
A 'bilious liver, caused by the cli-
Mike or by the .non there-
of, is fd be the friendliest- exptana-
tion .Goi-. Swettenham's" ehurliair
dismi 1 of Admiral Davis and the
-mitt 'landed at Kingston to. aid in
the w k of relief. •
Wit the dead of the earthquake
%ribbons's!, the streeta tilled with reins
and starming with marauders, alestuat
any other official in Gov. Sweeteo-,
ham'splace would have welcomed the
aid Which the Americans brought.
Thera- was need for all Aloe help that
could . be given and for more, but
this remarkable person complains of
the salute fired in his honor, quarrels
at the hospital set up by the Ameri-
eanse repudiates the action of his dep-
uty in inviting them to land, and
abruptly dismisses them nab a , bar-
caNni: of courtesy that is a fla:
Watt
Witether there was inaiscretioriii
-Addgral Davis' landing without re-
queil officially made by the govern-
or ki. rnself, or in conducting thy re-
lief work independently of the King-
stou authorities, is a point of naval
etiquette for naval men to decide, but
there is no question of Swetten-
hara's unfitness to represent his goy.
ernment in thi. hemiepherce.
attnall was guilty of an indiaire-when, in command of an AFteri-
cast &Asti in Asiatic waters, he me
&tied aid to a party ,f Englishmen
miller savage attack. His only jus-
tir atiou was that "blood is thicaer
water"-a maxim which' If.pd-
It men have heartily. aPrilaAdefil.
Smiettenhain does not believe in-the
principle. Me prefers to let the peo-
ple of the wrecked city suffer rather
than receive the friendly aki thich
admiral f)gvis waa
The incident will' cane not a ripple
in' our relations with Great Britain.
Its only appropriate ending would by
the recaia of thy curmudgeonly gov-
enter from this part of the world.
PROPOSES 'TO STOP
CARS TEN SECONDS
ON FIRE ALARMS
St. 1.0t1t.., Jan. 23.—All the Cars of
the United Railways company will
be compelled to stop for ten seconds
every time there is a fire alarm from
•
any part of the city if the bill intro-
duced by Councilman George C.
inde at last night's session of the
city counc,1 becomes law.
Under the provisions of the bill
when an alarm is turned in a gong
shall ring in the power plants of the
United Railways company. and it
shall be the duty -of the engineers
of the company to shut down the
plant for the period prescribed:.
This will, not necessirily %ton the
cars which are in motion, but it is
provided that a' bell ihaii ringarrnahe
cars during the day and the lights go
nut at night, so that the motorman
will know that somewhere there is a
lire.
Councilman Linde says his measure
is intended as a further presaution
against collisions .bestween the cars
and the fire department machines.
When an' alarm is turned in the mo-
torman will at once realize that he
is liable to encounter a fire engine
at any corner; so that when the pow-
er is turned off he slows up and pays
closer attention to each approaching
corner. •
It is eetimated that about twelve
alarms are turned hi during every
twenty-four hours,,iecluding the false
oncS.. This" woakt e eittee ss by• 
the United Rallwayeaot but min-
utes. ••
•
TO BE PUSHED
San I: ran ci r,o.. cal,: Jan. 2,117,-Jil4ge
Dunn today in the supreme court de-
nied all the motion, made by the at-
torneys for Mayor Schmitz and Abra-
ham Ruef to set aside the indictments
and orderea them to appear n Court
tomorrow for the pitesentatm of des-
mrrers or other objections ey may
hay( to beginning the trial without
further delay. It is almol..cerlain
that the demurrers will., be dferruled
and in that event )he trial will begin
at ortZ.e. • '
.a
***********e**************
•
* PERSONAL MENTION. *
•
*****************Adstilikault••
Mr. John Carskadow has gone to
St. I.ouis, where he-will probably lo-
cate.
NIT% J. IL Trail, of ISmithland, is in
the city ott business.
Mrs. M. E. oBolinger of Mayfield
is visiting Mrs. M. E. Beadles of
North Fifth street.
Mesdames James Segenfelter and
C. N. Baker return tomorrow from
:t brief visit to the latter's sister, Mrs.
‘Vm. Baker of St. Louis.
Mrs. Mae O'Brien of Galveston,
Texas, has gone on. to New York
after spending a day here with her
uncle, Mr. Henry E :Thompson of
Sonth Sixth. •
Mr. Henri Jennings of Louisville
has returned home after visiting Me.
loess Petters
ale Jamie Paxton will return today
from visiting in Clerkssille, Tenn.-
Mr. Spencer Stark has gone to Mis-
sissippi in a dputnniing trip.'
Mrs. Andy C:. Clark today ,goes t.o
vat it.
Ky., for a several days'
Mr. L. I'. Holland yesterday went
te Eddyville. • . •
Sertscant.Roldden of the U. Satire:Iv
recraiting 'service' yesterday went to
Cairo Ao open the branch offwe to be
ineinteine,d 4here. Sealant Blake
did not go .down.
Miss. Williamette Janes goes, tiday
to Tampa, Flu., IO spend the balance
of the winter.' ." -
'Misses Gob and Jennie Jones em;
Kettawa are visiting their brothe,,
Mr. Guy Jones.
.Miss Anita Wood of Wichita. Kali-
2.rived yesterday to visit Miss Ethel
liroOk• of North Seventh.
Mr. A. B. Harton and family have
returned from visiting in Russeltbille,
Ky. •
DR. W. E. PEARSON STRUCK
BY CAR AND IS KILLED
Young Physician Victim of a Fatal
Accident at Louisville Yesterday.
14)%ilk, )411 Jj -Dr NI V Pear-
WI% a young setter:inane pia stela°,
was struck by a ?twee Valley ear
on the. Louisville & Eastern railroad
at Park and Frankfort avenues, in
Crescent Hill, at 7 o'clock last night
and sustained injuries from which he
died three hours later at St. Anthony's
hospital.
At the time of the accident lir.
Pcareon was in company with 'Jr.
S. T. Bush, with whom he has been
aesociated in business. The latter
hr a yeoman. The two ssf..re attempt-
to cross Frankfort avenue to
catch an in-bound car. alien A itewee
Valley car came tip at a rapid pace.
Dr. Bush avoided the car. but Dr
rcar‘ou was struck and thrown
number of feet. His ekull was split
open, and it was seep from the tirst.
that the injnry was fatal. lie was
removes! to the info-man, where he
steadily sank nntil the end cams as
to o'clock. a I
Dr. Pearson eras thirty-Jive years of
'age and was a mati%e of Iowa. He
came here five years ago and located
at Fourth and Breckinridge street.
%here he practiced with Dr. Bush. He
was a enembir of the First English
Lutheran church and had many
friend shere. His only relatives are
a mother and two sisters in Iowa
City. who were notified by wire of his
death. The remains will probably be
sent back to Iowa for burial.'
CHILDREN DIE
Ruth Thomas. Aged 5. and Floyd
Bighant. Aged :6 Months,
Pass Away.
---
Ruth Tromas, aged five years. died
Pt 3 o'clock yesterday morning aftc:
a several week's iiricrs witt dipthcria
an 
3
et her home Nona Sixteenta
street. She was the pretty and popu-
Laraittle girl of Mr. Ben II. Thomas,
time coal man.
This alums& at 2 o'clock tilt
fnreral services will be held at thF
home by Rev. Calvin. M. Thompson
of the First Baptist church. Inter,
mein follows "at Oak Grove cemetery.
• Bigharn Child.
Floyd, the 16-months-old daughter
of Mr. and -Mrs. S. J .Birtham of sat
Smith Tenth street, died yesterday
morning of stomach trouble, and the
remains were taken to thetr former
home. Dunaley, Ky., for burial. Mr.
Bigham is connected with The car
building department of •the Illinois
Central railroad shops here. .
THINKS GIltL WAS MURDERED
Evansville, Ind., Coroner Investigates
Death of Telephone Operator.
Evansville, Ind:, 23.-The coroner
today a' .an5 tavestigation into the
death/dr Mies' 'Agnes Saulman, aged
• 18, a telephone operator who died yes-
terday. At the time it was announced
that the girl took COrrosive ,sublimate
by mistake. The coroner is workine
on a theory that the girl was mur-
dered.
------1----
Postoffice Contest.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 22.—The post
office department has announced that
nli pending Kentucky postoflice con;
tests' w41 he disposed of this week. ,
PADUCAHAN
NOW GROOM
MR. LLOYD BLOOMFIELD MAR
RIES MRS. HAYS, OF GOL-
CONDA. ILL.
KALESOPHIC CLUB MEETS
WITH MISS SCOTT
MRS. W. C. SCHOFIELD AP-
PEARS IN MARESCALCHI RE-
CITAL AT CHICAGO TO-
NIGHT.
Apron Bazaar at I. C. Down Town
Officer by the Charity Club-
Hollins-Schwartz Wedding.
Mr. Lloyd. Uloonifield and bride
have :waved from Golconda. Ilt., and
are now making their home in A.r-
sadia, where the groom' is lOcdclait af-
ter a large plantation. - • . -
'1' he couple married Monday at Gol-
conda, where resided the brick, who
was fiartnerly Mts. Hay; and a hand-
some and attractive • widow of that
neighboring city. The nuptial' was a
quiet keine affair, Witnessed by olds(
a few of their friends and immediately
after the ceremony they cam cse hereto
make their home.
Air. Bloomfield is the well know'.
Padecaltan who for several years past
has been engaged in mining interests
hear Golronda, but remove." here some
months ago to resume his residence
lie is the oldest sou of thy late Judge
Bloomfield and a moat excellent gen-
tknian %a many friends, who cloyed
siulere congratulations to him and his
happy bride.
••••• ••1111110
Kaleamehic (nob.
The Kalcsophic club will meet to-
ismorroe mu-milling with Miss Marjorie
Sow. 4); Ninth and Mouroe street,.
Mereac,Iclai Recital.
+his tuning at Handel hall in Chi-
cago, Signor Marescalchi, the eels-
heated.sozal instructor of the Vi
C•ty will give his sixth recital
commemoration of the sixth arusiret-
sary of the death of the great haiku'
enasposer Verdi, during his das one
the most renowned of the leading
internati.otal characters.
The programme for tonight's affair
show% au claborxte outline. One Iva-
tire being of particular interest to,Pa-
ducahans. as it shoots a vocal solo by
alle..‘k:. C. Schofield, formerly of this
sitY. is now assistant vocal
te: Aer Marescalehi awl melte. her
he
' Apron Bazaar Saturday>
The, Aron Bazaar by the Charity
club will he given Saturday in the
handsome new office of the Illinois
Central railroad at Fifth and Broad-
way'  aprons '.1 all kind. %s ill he on
Dinner for Bride..
ali•s Julia Scott. of Eighth and
afaliedu. entertains at a dining to-
•••••
Hams, 't.31 agte city, 4 3
 
....1,.Jan-
tsar)' It, at Normangriat took !,4
their titidal tour,. svhicI/ictsses sh.4165-
when they eraigiipite rellAg
The weddili iiMila s' ifia 41 ,
the friends of the happy parr,' a* the • -
gorromotinng hisleft mlal•ires:ILliisott 4latil•ce4kt s)%4-i-thenitti -vinf t-, ,
proacAing event. lie ia tlie tio' Tt
insurance and real estate nata svelei
cated. here eighteen months ago
is a fine young fellow.
A 
- -
cordial welcoe".
couple. 
 avva,i', CI,.
i • 4 - :s1 Ria r?
 . ,,..t
TOUR THROUGH
THE  HOLY atilt
REV. G. W. BASKS ENTER-
TAINED itAillY WITH Hilt s
FINE A3DRES8.-001,11
Much Good Baing Done at the-Res-
cue Mission Revival-Rey. Bull- .
mg Refuses Appointment ,
cf Governor.
•
Rec. d. W Banks, of the Trinthlo
atreet licettodiit • rinse,* lectured to-.
an oyerflowl4 house Ian evening..
using as his subject it.hip44,Trjp,
'Through the Holy Lasd.".• which ,
censetry he visited' sto•erat. ycars ars
It was a most eatertaisong andin- .
structive talk, teeming with, many. -hue
esoint4, and carried the atiditors on a
aharmiug tease 'through that diswit ,
land
lension'?Ioitinkr.
. .
Nightly services arc being birld
the Ruscue Mission, cm !iotstb Mint
street, a number of cotiversit:nts
made Last night, while many arette at
the altar of repentance. R. Chiles
and xife. beturfaiiqe4-4sp-sliaa-..
Anna Wasson, the v(ei1 Intrairts-CAii. -
(pietist of St. Louis, who is her, io sta.;
gist them for a work or two
Depart Tomorrow.
Res. J. It. Stuart. lige aml qr
David T. Stuart I-ave tomorrow for
Seattle. Wash.. Iron's which place they
mil February 3 for China, the fcwmer
to resume their Presbyterian Elvin
nsisaioaery work and the physician te
take charge of a large howsitaY.
AEROPLANE CONTEST
FOR fook000 PRIZE
•
New 1'irk, Jan. .:3.—Xinerica is to
ink.e its place beside. if not in astvatlee
of, Eurape in offering every enconr- *,‘
age:rent t,, iii‘estigatora who, with
renewed seal, ac strigglginic to solve
the nrobism itavigatin Meth.
Announcement was made today by
Coertlanat Field Biel' p. pretafent of
the Aero Club of America. it 'a nseet• •
nag of the board of direetuts. tltat •
man of great %%Leith had agreed to
offer .1 prise of infra-kilt magnitude-
to attract iaventors from all pans of •••1
tile w ,r`i! to this country It is "aid
• that the -me is !'.:00.000.
Annomiceittert wag also made drat'
there would be no elimJratfon con-
• test to choose the defenders the-
internat;onal cup. MC Bishop.
morrow evening contplimentlr) to, Auguste': Pout. wereta-s- ef the Aeirs•
Miss Martha Davis. Club, and 11. X'alettine were
'elected to name the three &fenders.
They were instructed to make their
deisinti not later then February xi
Word was received'Irtiitti- St.
Louis Tipsiness Men's League that;
the amount of three extra rises to
t he given hi the interniitiocal cup con-
test ....ill he deposited with a trust
company by July I. October to was
of Nor definitely settled tipou as the
-date for
C. Col-?the race
Handsonse German.
um. 4 the handsomest german, of
the season was that given last evening
at the 'Palther dinisithall by the Co-
tillion club. An unusually large crowd
was there enjoying the affair
Surprised Friends.
kiss Barbara Schwartz,
saandy. ato . and M liar:
CONDENSILD STATIMILPIT
MECHANIC'S dk• FAR.MIK'S
SAVINGS BANK
PADUCAH. /CINTUCKY
AL Cioie of Business December 31, 1906.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds - 
Banking House Furniture and Fiitures ......
Cash and Exchange 
Capital Stock
;
LIABILITIES.
$
. 2,900.00
.... 59./4:51-95
It 
••
$262./1091
. . s..Si.50•000 OCY
• t
Undivided Profite 
• •• .... . ......... 4,21849
'Deposits varsj es .   I • ••• •'4.• • • el. • .1 I, • • gia-Ar I • • • 251925.3°
•
$262-1- 5 4- 09
A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the net
amrnings of the past six months, and credited to the
*stockholders payable on demand.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
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;FAKE UP ` TRICE
CHARGE TODAY
ARTHUR TRICE, COLORED, TO
BE ARRAIGNED TODAY ON
SERIOUS CHARGE.
' MUSE, OF *TAW
MOO LAN WNW
E. BOOR
ED WI
CERI
LIDRED. CHANG-
Ortzt40
wails
TENSES.
SCENES OF DIMERDER'
AT THE THAW TRIAL.
he h
Newspaper Men, Iriglit with Police
for Place in the Courtroom.
• NCI.% elteiriii, tin-, • 2.3.--.SCC IICii up-
pn•aclaing abbollitehdisorder attended
the opening of the trial of Harry E.
Thaw in this city texiay on the charge
of mureteristg Stanford White. Moto
o( the clashes were between re-ow-tees
and correoponadesits and the police.
Of Ave.-newspaper me* there were
perhips Asa, and there was a police-
man Vor each. The great squad. of
bluecoats was ronunanded by a police
-
Itispector. Only about • fifty ueves-
'politer se ritere finally were admitted.
the remeinder of the spate, in the
• .• .e court-robin being reserved for the 200
Some One Stele Terbe-SigookAlan- talesmen summoned on the special,
terns Belonging4d-Chtlet 01,, , •i"rY
Police Collins. The trial began before Justice Fit;-
gerald in Part 1. trial term of thh
supreme court, and was scheduled for
to:3o o'ilock.
Before that time the police lines
had been xtended from the corridor
adjacertt to,the coert-room to include
the entire firm floor of the criminal
courts building. The public had been
warned in advance not to attempt to
get into the court-room n irsd few ap-
peared. • • 
. 
. •
The egnarrele with the police, whjeh
had filled the hour. preceding the trial,
weee quickiy forgotten at 10 o'clock
when NI's*. .Waliam Thaw, of Pius-.
burg. dm mother of the defendant.
appeared in the court room. Shit Wela
dressed in lam-customary Wick astl.
was veiled. Following her carne the
Countess. of Yarmouth and lira
• , IOC • 14/.1.• 
)114 ge I taw id' elove leiday. in. dee po-
odle! si' court takei bp the. eerresit
which. Arthur Trice; •ecolistede
charged with attackino and detaining
Mies Stevenson last 'evening
as Ihe young womao was walkiog
along South Third .11teenaj. opposite
the litigleebergee plant.-. The negro*
was catight•rightedterrshowntaele. but
the judge elentinleo* the matter over
until todaytiii ordewangive time for
Ike witnessee come. toocutart. and
for the lest-yew tevpreelore for tfie
case.
tit has heed identified ea wot bein
the negro %%Ito snatched the pdrse
from Mrs. Lettie Farrar law Saturday
night %%hilt the,jeteeoptas going does', GeorSouth Third etreet faint& ter home ge Lawler. Carnegie. her dello-
just beyond Norton.' The purse was
grabbed, a iehv'blocks'frorn -where the
attack tiecurred the following even
. .I ins.
11
Obtained Gr.00wiee. 4
E. Bogard, colore$1. was arrested
sterday by ()nicer' Cross and John-
son oti the charge tif obtaining by
false pretepee groceries :sad goods
from the Reuiret 'grocery eseal•lieli-
went at Thtrd and Jefferson streets.
Mr. Renfro claims that Bogard came
to gnu laid clae4 heirorkrd for the
Thomas Stahl toberce w are house el
Fat htrd legeri0N. and had mone)
awning to him front the tobacco
dealer: ()i the wo ngtk of this and
Bogard's promise etp come Maud pa)
when he got hfe ntreney. Mr, Renfro
1, t him Inter several dollars' worth of
ye-aeries. jt afterwards developed
Bogard was not employed by Mr.
Stahl, and Renfro then had the negro
warranted on the charge of ttbtain-
ing grocerice ender false pretenses
Robbod ts`e Chief.
- Chief of. Police Collins is haeing
some repairs made at his home on
Fifth aod Jones streets'. and in order
to preeent apyone front running into
the pileof brick on the sideoalk after
, nitehtfellthe le3ught two lanterns with
red glebes and placed them on the
brick as danger ‘iiitta is to wnrn all of
the centence of the pile. Yesterday
moruips when he came out of hie
home to take in the lanterns for the
day. he found them gone, while the
thief had scribbled a. nate. left tacked
to the post. that the lanterns were
needed to,./lag trains with uhile ont
uhoboing. and the culprits thoght
they would take them alarm
•
Disorder*. bonduct.
Roy Wilson was arrested yesterday
by Spatial Officer Dick Tolbert. of SWETTENHAM
she C yard fore for clambering
aroattd on engines in . the enilwreil His Dispatchet Confirm the Main
yards here Features ed ASair Is Already 4efinite proof of the statement.
tees, Mrs. Evelyn Nesibit Thaw, eirik.
of Harry, came neat, and was 'efriie-
ly followed by May McKendie: the
actress, to whose home Evelya Thaw
11(4 the night of the tragedy of the
hladieen Square Roof Garden, June
zs last. The party of relatives was
eciaPieted bY Edward Thaw. liarry'e
brother, and George Lauder Car-
negie, hie brother-in-Law.
The Countese of Yarmouth wore a
leodeta hopes% sloth gown, a brow.'
few hat add a brown veil. Mes.
rTheehip 
lyn Thaw yeas dseseed all in gray
w a hat and veil of the eana color.
,e seas Were oorn throughout the
iniorning
"IlATE-BLOWERS GET AWAY
WITH etc SILVER DOLLARS
•
. Jan. ae---The
Tobiceo Growers' bank at Critten-
den, twelve miles north elf here,. was
robbed at entiteck this inern:ng
The robbers got away with Sesolin
silver which was in the safe. Tee)
gained entrance to the bank by cut
tine throe& the outside grating with
steel paws, then prizing open the
doors. They used a heavy charge of
nitro-glycerin on the vault doo.\-e
after tint workipg the combination on
skeleton doors leading to the vault
They packed about twenty sacks of
uheat on top and around the vault t• '
doadert the eousd. The wheat esas
stolen ItOrre Collets Min. nearby. Dr
Brown, who lives near the bank.
heard the noise of the cxploeion. but
he thought it was a horse kicking in a
livery stable not far away.
The thieves overlooked leo cigar
boxes which centained several thou-
sand -killers in etirrenzy. The safe it.
badly wrecked. The bank earrke
burglar inetwance. The robbers es-
caped. •
HEARD FROM
SCHEDULE
4. 
FILED TODAY
ASSIGNEE FARLEY WILL FILE
DOCUMENT FOR J. R.
ROBERTS.
Mr. John Holmes Has About Finished
the Small Waterworks Plant at
Brockport, Ill.
Captain Ed Farley, assignee of the
Joint It. Roberts dry goods and no-
ticin establishment of Broadway, ex-
pects to file the schedule' today witl
the county court showing the amount
cif liabilities and assets of the as-
eigned firm. After the document is
4odged the court then grant _ore
e.ore-empowering the assignhe to.dis-
poet of the dry goods stock so it can
he converted into cash and the money
tekete for distribution among the
creditors. It is -not yet known what
percentage on the dollar the firm wilt
pay.
Finish Small System.
Mr. John Holmes, chief engineer
ot the Paducah waterworks plant, ex-.
pecte to, finith by the last of thle
week the work of teeth:tang the small
water plant being constructed by the
casethoeities at It ooleport,_ 11,
opposite this. city. The system over
there will cost only about $cow and
be sited aolely for fighting fires that
stay visinthe village. It will be ready
'few affeetion shortly. Mr. Holmes
had the contract of laying the water
Mains and putting up the maceinery.
111141113WE LODGE.
• All members of Mangum lodge of
Ode! Fellows, are requested to meet
this evening at 7 o'clock at the Fra-
ternity building lodgeroom. Business
oi importance. •
J. F. IOUSEHOLDER. N. G.
• o
HIS PRAYER TO DIE
.WITH WIFE GRANTED
--
Mrs. Grace and Her Husband Will
Be Buried in Same Grave.
Helmer.)). Okla., Jai:I...i.e.-Mrs. P
T. Geer, seventy-three gears old
who had been rn for several dayll
grew oiddenly worse this morning.
Her husband, wventy-hve years old,
a. as seuunoned to her bedside. He
took her by the hand and said: "If it
is God's will, I
her."
- Fite minutes
the arms of
bodies will be
grave.
would like to go N% ith
later he- fell dead into
his son-in-taw. The
buried .in the •ame
•
bOLL WEEVIL'S FOE
---,AQUI A FAI LURit.
liVashington, billotif-.Alicr spend,
ing ahemall fortune ailed years of labor
the deparidhillapf Ser/enliere hat,
finally and Officialry. nit* doWn the
curtain on the Gull/Vail at ex-
perience iii Texas. tr-i'v•-•'-.•
-The alarmed plantar; who rtiehed
into court to enjoil •thei tot from
• 
drivineollHe tonly 'the wacoila bet the
farmers themselves out di •tlicland
need no longer lose- sleep over this
latest.Frankeneo.in of seience. for the
"keliii."' like the negro troops, has
heetihdismisshd in disgrate from the
goveroment service.
„The ferocioue-loohing little insect
from the wilds of GteatentaLe was put
in the cotton field! of Victoria county
to show jeow he conk! deal death te
the hateil'aotton boll Weevil:
Thet ant, however, it is said, be-
• came a greater pest there the weevil
• iiselfeand?the farmer: were in despair
chet the matter.
•,lneleis annual report Secretary of
AgriCalfure Wilson, sitting in judg-
Ment on the polormanee of Professor
Cooke's- eidely heralded Guatemalan
a ts, jteae. practically ruled it off the
r/VslatItli-fbficilegai •
rAffirth4fit buccc,s:kply y te.
ii Texas the It 
, 
Obatentalan
erwafy Of the cotton boll weevil
possfk that thi•
.eiM econontie
/olue, in souse Of mar tropical Sr sub-
• tropic:it PossaiitUrelteterthfe,t
• Aiate iQ .bmpattg,Artglah7c than in
ffe•xas." •
Muds Public.
-
London, Jan. 2,1.-The governmete
here has•heard from Governor Swet-
tenhant qf Jamaica concerning the in-
cident involving the withdrawal of the
Ameriean warehips from Kftiketors.
Absolute secrecy: is huaintafrtetilit• thel
Colonist office"7 but the faetr: was
(-ticket:lethal (tering 'the night a good
many telegrams were received from
SwetIenfiane, some of which deal with.
the ineident. These, it is understood,
•hcht,firafh tEe main features of the'
.affair as already known. It is not
the present intention of 'the Coionlal
office to -make the telegrams pubtic,
the offietel view being that it is n
personal affair betereen a government
'department and o, government official,
which is properly adjustable lietvitete
them: therefore the authorities; inetinst
to the vie* that general interests will
hest be served .by having the replies
appear in a ,blue book at /tome dis-
tant period, in the meantirriehbeing
dealt with ,by the usual 'diplomatic
channels for intercourse between
power and power.
Two
EQUALLY DIVIDED..
Boys and Two Girls Conic to
Reside in Paducah.
. and- Mrs. W. E. McCabe of
to; North Seventh, have a beyNabe:
Mr- and flirt William E. Cochran.
-4 the Sone Couci Rate at Ninth and
Nfottroe. lave a new girl baby. -
Mr. aettehErs. Guy Fuller of cue
-ackson"eitneet have- a wf.w boy baby.
k.
Phanee. 01C1 960 New 2451ad4Abillik:Wa'k;ItogoLitr of et7 .
BEING GATHERED
UP IN BASKETS.
Charred Hurnen Fragments at Scene
Terre
of Big Four Wreck.
Haute. Ind.,
should be paid in January; ),:latest information from the scene of 
' s.eme people seem to knot it. Thothe dynamite explosion and passenger 
'4 intended as a friendly remindhtrain Wreck on the Big Four at Sand-, eem youR GOOD. . • .ford, tune miles west of this city. is • Teneoce acnt must behideled to -to the effect that the death list will eernse areer February let. Natural:,total twenty-four. All Sunday night 41,4 is not a pleasant obligation tethe search Was continued and basitets „awe: It is also an unpleasant dutyfull of charred human fragments were ion the treasurer to collect it. Theregathered, fore endeavor to avoid 'it. by yourTwo Sanford victims have. sac- promp attention.
curnbed since Sundae evening. Those Every business, occupation, agency.in the tospitals here and at Paris, Ill.,- and profession is liable for x license
who o ere not fatally injured, are re- . Kindly call at the city treasurer •
ported as doing well. No official in- 1 office at your earliest convenience that
vestigation has yet been held. The t..tir. may save this penalty, and great-
conviction that the car contained iii- ;y oblige,
tro-glyeerine is accepted by everybode • Yours respectfully,
in Sandford, belt there is so far no JOHN J. DORLAN, City Tresurer
Jan. 22.- The
Vit-, on Wild Animals.
_SLAYER LAUGHS AT
SENTENCE, OF DEAT,H
4
Merry Peale Ring Forth as Con-
' demned Man is Led Back to
His Cell.
Lebanon, p.. Jan. 23.-Henry White
a negro, convicted of the murder of
Marshal Gorge Basore, of Franklin,
I was senteoced by Judge E. J. Clark.who overruled a motion for a newtrial, to electrocution May ae. Only
la 4.sv spectators were present.
When Judge Clark asked the prise
' oilier if he hod anything to say be-bee
eetatence was pronounced. White re-
plied in a dear, steady voice: "Noth-
ing but to thank my attorneys for
what they. have done for me. l be-
lieve they have .one their best.- '
The death warratit was limn. =lid
but not a muscle in the condemned
-rnan's body mewed. He =Wad- halm-
diately taken to the jail and allowed
to converse with his fosener associaIee
Sadie Freeman. • The conversation
lasted enteral minutes and was inter-
apersed with his laughter. Officers
hurried White to Morrow tonight,
where they boarded a•Orairi for .Co-
lumbua- „
White shot and killed Marshal Ba-
re when that officer attempted to
arrest him, .0efhber yo. Sentiment
ran hightagairest Whits for.aouie time
and several _lynchingtr were threat-
ened. He broke jail December 4, .but
was receptured at Level, December 8.
His trill began December 11, lasted
ten dee',
TQ THIRT) GENERATION
,00ES BRITISH NAME
OP ASTOR; IT'S A GIRL
• Loudon. Jan:al.-A daughter was
born .today to Mrs. Spender-Clay,
who before- her. marriage was Miss
Pauline Astor, only daughter of ,Wil-
liens Weldorf Astor. This tiny little
girl i the first grandchild born to
the rich expatriated America's
The louger the puniehment o;
is in catching up with the sinner
harder it is going to fall when
does.
sits!
ehe
ANOTHER VICTIM OF
TB E, HEADACHE CURES.
Mt. Sterling, K;•., Jan. /I- N
.uiering intcm•e:y from headache,
Mary ,Linthecturt, glocerytnan. took,
an overdose of he-ache medicine to
relieve 'him and came near dying. ,
I OntyiIra rd work • *U.-physicist n • saved •
his life. '
.Iflsçaorld could only fuliy tindery
state man would be given
due feria Kir'llot' tieing any w eree
than he n:
SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT
Almoei everybody knows that le
ccnee
- - Fourth, haht-sinttne
•
I
Goat and Sheep Breeders' association Lib,
Dr. Dwight's
derma Cream
Fort Worth, Texas. Jan. 22. -The :
legislative commiteee of the Texas :
will meet in Austin this week to urge
the legislature to appropriate Stoo.000 •
for the extermination of wild anima', - Prevents and cures chapped rough 1
in Texas. 
• akin. Hakes the skin soft, smooth IThe plan proposed is to offer jib-' ...
eral bounties for wild anitnela e.nd white. Removes all blemishes I
(-fuse4. by the cold winds.Highly Honored.
La Crosse, Wi S., Jan. 22.-Rev. Dr.
W. If. McGlaughlin islinneapolis,
Northwestern oihperihtendent of ...the
Universal church,. has been elected
general superintendentethe .highest po-
sition in the .Uniehrsalist denomina-
tion- in the world.
ee--
Southern Railway Notes.
New York; Jan. 'i.-The Southern
Railway, company has • arranged to he
eue tltrouelt 1. P. •Nborgan & Co. Sin--;
000.000 three-year, e per cent notes..
iceording to annouheement yesterday.
Delightful to use after shaving.
• n.
Pot only
BACON'S
DRUG STORL.s
ago.
DON GILBERTO
e. •
Celebrated his seventy-61-st birtrday at "The Home of the
Williow Springs," where a!1 his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no back
number, are you?" And, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High
-balls" of the celebrated "Williow Springs" with
"Shamrock.". One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Springs."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will do everything
he says he will, and for this month, and this month only, he
wilt give to ham patrons, friends and enemies, a chance to
procure the Celebrated A A 
. ..1
Willow Springs .
bottled in bond and four yeers old, at wholesale prices, in re-
membrance of his, birthday anniversary and in appreciation of
what one and all have done for him since he opened, two years
•
Prices For This Mouth Only
4 fu!' (Norte "Willow Ilptings" Sour
-mash Whiskey.
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
6 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey.
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
IS Jai quarts "Willow Sponge" Sour. mashWhiskey,
$9.60 $9.60 • $9.60
PURE APPLE BRANDY
distilled at Mehfinnvilk, Tenn.. by Hennessey Jr
month only at the followire prices:
• 4 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
• 
t
Co., for Oda
!la 1
$3.60 $3.60 $3.60
ne 6 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
$5.00 $5.00 $5.00
0. 1 2 full quarts of Pure Ap le Brandy,
$9.60 $9.60 $9.60
Reheother that the Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
is a pure souronash whishey, nor, sweet mash, nor a continue
ous run of the still.
Across the -Brook" end over the "Hill," at The Hpme of
,the Willow Swerve." in "Early Times in Ives. "Jack and
Gall". and 'Beam" drank tate celebrated "Willow Sverige" with
Don Gilberto at No. ri6 South Fourth Street, Paducah Ky.
"WILLOW SPRINGS"
Come go with me to the Willow Springs,
Have u ever yet been there?
Take a dente and you are eure to think
You °ion the arth end' air.
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old men;
He will dip, and talk, and tell-
Earth's flowers may blast rnd the green grass die,
But what care you-"All's well."
The WIllcws spring, and the springs speak back.
And the good old world jogs on-
But whet care those who have felt its thrill
And seen 'Good Uncle Don."
A song may die,
And the worei forget both you and other things,.
Unless you see and feel the flow
Of good old Willow springs,
Then take us back to Willow Sprigs.
Down by a shady dell•
Let us think and drink sod roll on the grass-
For the good old sprigs won't tell.
Bio n in the bottle
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
DV At the Home of
"THE WILLOW
SPRINGS"
No. 116 S. Fourth Street, Paducah, K
DIVORCE TANGLES
UP DOCTOR'S BILL
Court's Problem is to Decide Which
of the Couple Shall Pay the
Money.
•
Denver, Jan 23.-A bill %%Inch will:
involve conikierable complication:Joie
;been filed :in the county . course_
D'r: Peter D. Rothwell charge 
George R. ,Itarber and Anita Clay,
Comb, formerly Anna Barbour, with
owing him for medical attention -.to
ethe amount of $148.
At the time Dr. rothwell 1:tended
the defendants he says they wen
Man and wife. From Febroaryeei.
Seot, to January 8, 1902, the doe
claims he was in constant attend-
ance upon either one or the other, fir•
wl;ith services be was never paid
more than nie. lie asks for the re-
msining $133 and 8 per cent yearly in-
stereete
. The complications will arise in as-
certaining upon which one of the Sep-
erated couple he waited the most.
•
There arc 20,211 automobileaepwa-
ed within fifty miles of New York city
13et 'Kentucky and.1111nois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Whitebait and Agatite Cement
Tx' '1S KING _OFICEMENT"
H. M. CNNNINGHAM
• 
Thirteenth and Mains Street•.• am.• • SI'S • •
- •-• 4,4 orWi
.•••ht
•••••
•' tiotmhatillitallathamaw ,„„0„„moimikomimodvo......se spree
•
•
•••••••••••
 .01111111S 
Mattil, Unger(' Co
;Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH. in'
• Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life,ILiability. Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 73.
INSURE WITW-
L. L. BEBOUT
•••••••16.
General Insurance Agency
Office- 306 Broadway Phones:Office 383-1esideace169t
Paducah Transfer Company
(ilicoreoratat) 4"*"..
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPER:OR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT. MACHIN.
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD (loops.
OFFICE SECOND AND id016 ROE BOTH PHONZR.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS
MECHANIC'S.
fib
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
Big i3argains in
Wall paper
Now is the rime to Buy
Wall paper
p Wc haw thc target line of up-to-datc wall paperin thc city and of
 the most striking prices
picture icturc
I frames 0 frames
C. C. Lee
I for your picture frames
315 8ROBIMIFIT .
Subscrif), The Register
e •0 DEPUTY'S SHOT
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder-
ful Things with His
Revolver.
While Deputy Sheriff William Ron-
aldson was in the once "bad" town of
Coffeyville, Kan., he got some of the
Dalton spirit fu his yens and listened
to the stories of how four of the Dal-
haw met death at the heads of one
man stationed In a sled and shooting
through a knotoole, redatepthe Denvct
Times. They tokd Mr. Umsaldson
stories of what era* 011dhe MI., Dal
tons were and bur USW 'etebrd of
every man that aj,ii atha it res..11
with a gun.
When the Deaver dellattY was 0111 the
train some stranger retired into a con-
versation about what crack shooters
there were In Kansas about the time
the Dalton. blew into Coffeyville and
*secured several thousand dollars from
a beak.
Ronaldson said: "Yes, there were
some good marksmen there, but it Is
easy to bit a man with • Winchester
in Colorado we use a Colt alinest em
entirely. Of course, we bars to abet
marksmen, but I bolter* I might pkb
of a prattle dog there while the trate
I. moving."
The stranger flashed a five-spot is
Deputy Ronaldsoa's face sad It was
covered. Reaeldsoa snapped out MI
Illoalther Colt sad without mush ds
liberations, and while the train was la
rap:d abotIon, seat one Kansas pral
• deg to the eternal sisal?
Deputy Sheriff William Bewails's
of Lteaver, was nye dollars to the good
sad friends on the sherirs tore. es,
Ow would take • hundred similar
Teets that Reetaldises could de the saint
•nine Wass out of too
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
raise Zed th• Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Aependage.
"It Is well known that Mann saes
have no tells," says a writer In the
Scientific American, "only alight
stumps. and that the offspring of stet
in o.h.r parte of the world, is the
trot geeeretion at least, are La the
same abnormal condition While Ilv.
Mg In Scotland 71.1 years ago w• had I
Manz kitten given to us, which, ak
though born there, Iris tal.:esa. The
door of our breakfast room was owlet-
shutting. like most of the screen doors
La this country, but opeoing ooly to-
ward the inside. Before the kitten was
ft:ingrown he bad learned to het him-
self In ty pustong from the outeldes
bet sever learned, although we often
tined to teach him., to pull it open from
the inside.
"It was not, however. the •r•ca
of the door from the outside to which
I wish to call atteation--any cat emeid
bar, easily learned to do that, but the
fact that invariably, after he had es
pushed it. and lot his body partially
Is. be made a raped turn or whirl to
prevent the tail that was not theme
(but heredity impressed on him the
fact that it ought to hale been) from
being caught between the closing door
end Ws frame
"This he did &otos of times ever;
day so long as we had him. and was
aiwayd willing to show of before out
Neighbors, as he never seemed to moo
°gnus the fact that he bad not • tall
tike his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied to the Patient, Orgeade
Growth of Rothschild's
Iortuas
--
"la the first place," it should he re-
membered that the Rothschild fortes*
Is not industrial," says Vance Thomp-
son, who writes of "The Rothschild. of
Irance," in Everybody's. It has ab-
sorbed many industries and many rail-
ways-like the Ilene du Nord -but al-
ways by political and neancial coups
And it is the least frenzied of financi..
By reason of its slow, cold, patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
finance, so solidly has it been built up in
the dusk and silence of the underworld
Of polities.
"And the fortune of the French house
to-day exceeds ten milliards. That
means $2,)00.000.000. Imagination bog-
glei at to huge a sum-it seems
merely an endless *Naval) of ciphers
this 10,000.060,000 of French money
They own or control oil the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit. the Dank. of France, all the
means of transpor, loth ralleays and
waterways-so fir as the canal system
ek.yes—next to thi city, which once all
public buildings. they are the greatest
owners of lands rnd houses in Paris-
round the Are de Triomphe. the Ch amps-
Klysees, the Ibis fie Boulogne. the Pare
Monceau, and, notably, the Gare du
Nord, entire streets belong to the
Itothsehilds; their Alteaux dot the
provinces: in lane they posae4s
400,000 acres.-
Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper is
made is a secret known to but three
living persons. When one dies another
is let into the mystery. In this way
It has been preserved ever since it was
Invented by an ollcer in the English
army. Other thin papers are made,
but India paper is peculiar in that
print op one side does not shire
through on the other.
Science to the Fore.
We find Intellect working not se
much in literature as in the domain of
science, which has brought forta dnr.
lag the last few years many strange
and wonderful discoveries. If we have
not hall the poems of a Keats or a
Shelley, we have had wireless tele,
grapb, ratline X-rays and a number of
sen_dred discoveries.-_-.1.ondou acati
6TENOGRA?HERS' ENGLISH.
Some of Their Blunders Hake the
Employer's Life a Burden-
A Few Instances.
In some stesographic systems ,
arbitrary sign may stand for one, two
or even three words. Sometimes the
mistranslation of one of these signs
leads to funny results, says Succesa
Magazine.
"The deed shocked the nation to the
heart-core," was what was said, and the
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
the notion to the bard car." "Then:awe
was but transient, though," was hardly
recognizable as "The rammer was
trains end through." A rear-end gal-
!Lion was evidently in that girl's mind.
"As manna fed the Jews," was lee
genious:y tortured by another young
wor..an Into "As MAIM& fed the lays."
Yet she was a. Sunday school timelier.
"Plays, creeps sad laughs. the bow
cent," crooned theism. owe day,11101WMI-
lug the opening lines of some projeetred
baby verses. When the typewriter
tapped out: -Plays craps and leaves the
taandant." he scanned her visage
Re laid: "The voice of Dr. Jocelyn
was heard caning for assistance," and it
same met: "The Tics of Dr. Josh Lane
was hard killing four assistants."
Whoa "But she held Jake too dearly
for that, and so-passed on," was dic-
tated, and it came out: "But she held
Jacks, two, drawing for that and ea
passed, one," would it have been uniuM
to credit the girl at the machine with
an elementary knowledge of gambling?
Occasionally a new beast or bird as
discovered by the typewriter, tine:
The sea-quail was, etc.." the intention
&sing "the sequel was, etc." This was la
ilne with a blunder made by the sante
girl, who had avowed that "a gull sunk
the schooner," lammed o( "a gals:" 00
another occasion she declared that a
pair of lovers "Witched up a Pretty
seuirtl," instead of their Levis'
'patched up • petty quarrel."
Having confessed that once upon a
time *he had been a waitress la • popular
restaurant, the reason la clear why
'Foist the males of the dynasty' watt
clicked out. "First, the Veal* of the
dincersty." This sounds like a "made-
up." but it Is fearful fact.
"The president ass heard with ac-
claim." dictated the man. 'The present
was hard with a clam," was what the
typewriter Insisted that he had said, as
she tearfull; hunted for her notes..
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTri.
Aged Parents and Small Brothers
and Sisters Left in the
Villages.
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, wehave placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the Doors
Log Register oifica at ea; Brandies y, where the pubBc is invited to call
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CMES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UN/TED
STATES.
List of Directories on File
AZLEIMIANY CITY, PA,
ATI. ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MAE&
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
8= N, N. Y.N. T.
ANOOGA, TENN.
ATI. 0.
GO., ILL.
O.
• ..z
N0.64
• • • OTT. COLO.
CO SPRINGS. COLO.
g •. °TOW XT.
DAIMON.
DEIEVEIL COLO.
DEIZIBOIT, MICH.
=
CT OP COLUMBIA.
TH. autata.
PAIETTELD. =Mt
IIMPEANAPOus. INA
Z=4"CIT1761tilla
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
LO! ANGELES. CAL
LOUISVILLE. KY.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
MANCHIST'ER. VA.
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owirrou. COLO. •
MEMPHIS. TEEN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, Knox
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CONII.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, ET.
NEW YORK=
NORWICH.
PADUCAH, Elf.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND. VA. 
SALTLAKE CITY. MAIL
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL
ST. PAUL. MINK
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT. CO NN.
SPRINGFIELD. 0.
!TRAMMED. CONN.
sUPERIOR CITY. MINN.
MOILED°, 0.
UTICA. N. Y.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS, N. T.
"0 I
D tRECTORY FOR igsliwe nib
SALE: 
. ILI 111111111111
PRICE $4.00
Apr 
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
— -
It Is largely as a result of the enpee.
etelen ted loss of half Its population in •
half a century that the present condition
of rural Ireland Is so Interesting a study.
says Plummer F. Junes..in American
34..athlv Review of Reviews. The de-
Population of Ireland bas largely
charged the life of the people, and the
Ireland cf to-day lacks mut h of being
the Ireland of GO years ago.
Owing to lack of, labor, the former in- 1
lenitive cultirwitnn of the roil has I
ceased. Tillage has Leen superseded by 1
pasturage. not:sande of acres that in '
former years were teeming a lib laborers
planting and workleg potatoes an..
turnips, and harveeting wheat see osts
are now turned out is grass, and the
song of the laborers and the abetting of
scythes have been hushed, astl in their
place can be heard the Ins :re of cattle
and the tinkling of eheep bells,
In all pane of the middle, south aid
west of Ireland one sees evidenees of
this remarkable (hinge-mon remari.-
able slnee the sites of rumor pii-oscssiot.
and cultivation are at'in so evIdet t. For
so year., the young and vIvrotte farm
bald& have been dropping the hoe it nil
spade and emigrating to dinreelf a, leav-
ing le hind them to attcre'pe their a ork
.114 ir infirm old parents and their little
brothers and sisters. The children
dream through their boyhood and girl-
hood of the time wton they in :vim can
go Sown to QueeLetown and mud on tise
big ship for New lurk or Buston.
Whole eilla".;cs have thus been robted
of their yoang people. aut: vast country
sections that once teemed with vlgoroue
farm lai.orers now coutain but a handful
t.,f men who are really callable of hare
labor. inilc?d. one of the tuost Striking,
anti at the MI.(' Uwe most melancholy,
sights in rural Ireland to-tiny is the un-
usually large number 'of ,despondent-
looking old men add women w be mope .
absent-mindedly aboUt the roadways of
the country-side or the alleys of the
hundre,ls of scosi-dcizrte.1 village:, 1
Their sons and daughters Lave grow:. up I
1 iind gone to seta their fortunes in the I
west. Not one in a burial-NI of i he trill '
ever return to hoe and spade the 
k 
cky
lois
Old Irish fields again.
Cheering%
"Didn't those hideous campalg.
caricatures make your wife angry?"
"No," answered the serene poll-
titian. "After studying thsm carefully
she has concluded that I am no:. near-•
fly as homely as I might be."-Wash-
ington Star.
Mine Hospitals in Africa.
PositionA as matrons of mine hos-
pitals are much sought after by nurses
in South Africa. N tarty all the Johan-
Wesbnrg mine, bar thcir private hos-
pitals, the matrons of •N are well
paid eel bare coMfertabic apartment...
Healthy Bath ROOMg
Good plumbing peens
good health and this corn- es CCc
bined with modern unitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. "Illnedawr Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are unitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im.
provements, let us show you serspiti of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt servit e and attention no
matter how small or how large vour job.
HANNAN.
IDT
'If '
!--111111,:
1111. , •
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s.• 16111e..
E. D
Both Phones 13s It. 4th.
From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
lie-
-Jorr,WTIO ALL
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
FREE- The First Time Their Picii.res Have EverSeen Published, FREE
The E mat /Ma for severs-I years e• .rleseenred to orrinv pletormi of all hICIN .Pnorm/mi. and has se rsicreedete in see ..else them through the •ssestantv, of the Ken-tucky Petal: iiiatorkul Society. 
•In order to place these pletieres in a permanent form, they hare been arranged In 1grata in on orp.te.dista Atlas showing. Kenterckv with the latest censer.. picture.. ofall the preredent, of the United State*. Voter,. am? Flags of nil nsthins. 
-trene•hip tomeartatiatical hieitory of the Ituaso-Jamen War. also late mango( the rented otates. Pan-ama Canal. Faster,' and Western Hemisphere. reports of the last 1h--* national CeltealaSand mach tether historical information.
Tie swum mu volotobto Atlas I. FREB to ALL EVENING rel.. sunsCRIlienS.II wee imam • awbucellbser send iuo for a full year's suberription by mail c 4...Jo for etsmontles milmeription. Understand that them rate. are by rail only sad Hut the mei-ocriptson ;rice by carrier or agent is to cents per week.
The Freshest Port peeblimihes six or more editions daily' •n.1 the latest edition iie sent toeach reader acc.•rdiner to the time that it v. i:1 res. h them.
The Peening Post is first fir everything and has the most State new. and hestMarket reports.
For all the Tieople sad agaiturt the grafter.
Independent • I ways.
IF ci the Boum
elm Emitting post. LouusvILLg. RV.
INCHLYTIA-
tmoiCalt6 66 NUISLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Sias
Shoot Strong and Evenly
-4 Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading,
They Always (let The Gime
For Sale Evarywhere.
Ns1
4
•
•
614
•
'vale 01.1841t
SOW
Rushed Rim Out, NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL,'
INA/ D BY MEDICINES.
B. F. Sears
PRACTICAL SURVEYOR
County. Work
Id 'Phone 630-3
a Specialty.
Tyler, Ky.
K. HENVRICK,
a• KILLER
WM. MARBLE
Hendrick, Miller'
(ib Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of th
tot.. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4. Register Build-
523 1-5 Broadway.
C. MAIMING SEARS, N.D.
Office 1707 Mows St.
lielmis 317.
H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
ROOMS 5 and 6, Register Hui:ding
513 1-2 RoaldwaY. Paducah. KY.
New Phone aoo; Old ieby R
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence. se6; Office, 355.
_ 
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage. $a.00;
•
Unlirnilled Ticket Ss.00, meals and
berth included.
ur
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. party
of five or over, Si so each. wobout
meals; $2..00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pus. Agent
or GIVEN Fli)WLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 31
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Ree :
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms io. ii and Ia. Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH. KY.
:ALBEN W. BARKLEY!
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Ittelg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & ticGREGOR
LAWYERS al
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room its, Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 484A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
'DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 3o6 Broadway-Phone 120
Residence 8to Broadway.
, Phone Teri
The Comfortable Fortune.
What is s•our idea oi a comfortable
s fortune'?" asked the ambitious youth.
:'One," anci.vereci the man of eaPe
ricocc. "that is big 11; tu at
trnct the attention of ftfc grand jury."
.Washington Star. •
"My fattier vi ue feels as spry en
when he went to °Wiese," remarkal
the pretty girl.
"Don't doubt ' replied her suitor.
"He impreseed les that he was still a
college student last night"
"You don't say: In what way, I11-
"Why, he gate we a cane rusk"-
Cbmago News
From Bad to Worse.
"Mike," said Plodding Pete, as he
dii ,bed into a freight car, "I'm glad de
government doeseSt own de railroads.'
"Why?"
"Because when we takes a free rids
cow dit worst Asa happens Is to be put
off. But if ue govelunient *as ruunin'
de lines we'd' be arrested ter graftla
sure."-Washiegton Star.
At the Employment Wilco.
"Do you see the tall cook in the bins
gingham apron 1 Well, tan housewives
Kaye tried her In the last ten days and
she has left them all."
'Gracious) Her name must be 'Se-
cret.'"
"Why so?"
"Because no woman can keep ber."-
Cll'eago Daily News.
Sure Cure.
"Did you see my picture in this
morning's paper?" said the pubile
"No," said the wit, shrieking with
laughter. "What were yoe cared of?
Ha. hal"
"Of vaulty, after I saw the picture.'
'answered the other sadly.--Clevelead
toaster.
A Joke with a Diagram.
-You're an angel, declared the
mune alas.
"Do you mean to tell me that I'm
masculias?" baughttly Laquized the
N. B.-New York preachers have de-
rided that all aagels are of the male
sea -1311cago Sun.
Seclusion Mammary.
Mrs Puna's-But how did you Man
age to keep that secret a *bole week
tear'
Mrs. Kjonce-It wasn't hard. I son
ply stayed seay from the Browsia.
elate and %ben callers name I sea'
word that I is asiii at hosne.-Cleve
land Leeder.
Me Good Advice.
"Yes, mother. I told him I was the
best speller In iii- class at school."
"And did be she tou the jobr
"ro. mother, he gave me some words
to spell, and I cauldn't spell them. Lad
then ha said i'd better go to school too
soother spell." - Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
In the Art Gallery.
'Lovely sleeping nympb, Isn't lir
"Te-es."
"Do you notice the glamour Um art-
ist has thrown over It?"
"No, I don't. But if it was mine I
would throw a horse blanket over IL-.
Moreland Plain Dealer.
Worse Yet
Rownder -Blame the luck, anyhow!
Lasber-What's the matter?
Rownder-Aw, my wife always stays
up for me. when I'm out Otte at night..
Lusher-You're lucky. Mine comes
after me -Cleveland Leader.
The Numor of It
"Do you see anything funny about
3gbprite s !steel eomedy?"
"Yes." answered the cynical manager
"It reeres funny to me thst be should
bele imagined it was tunny."-Wasie
(neon Star.
The Pretty Stenographer.
Yoe book. mr clerk t as Uttie u's.
Hut though see Is not e's,
She makes ?re watch RI) tr• ad ere
When looking is her l's.
-Ibtiade.got us Press
"A TRIP ON TEE 3AILROAD •
-Philadelphia Bulletin.
Unanimous.
et'w /meets, Len I slog.- she screamed.
Reid bre Leavers. -Itut,y gee:
11:4 ale t the us., pehOla
01.11e hestkh. for so a:, we .*
-Lieustor. Yost.
. A Lucky Circumstance.
First Insurance Fiaancier tatter tea
titying. nere uuslyt-ilow did I acquit
Myself?
Second loeurance Financier (tierce
ty) -There was no juryl-Puck.
Victim of an Imposition.
Sharsison-You seem disappoint*:
with that sew society novel.
Platz-Disuppuinted? I'm diebusted
:Cs a fraud. It isn't even objectton
Wel-Chicago Tribune.
Ready to Oblige.
Mrs. Young-Mother says she wants
to be ciemased.
Mr. Young-AU right-I'll littera: tc
O at once. Cali her, will you?-Cleree
land Leader.
The Dominant 'Factor. ,
"The tirst husband eloped with her."
said Miss Caseene.
"And the second and third?"
"She eloped with thetn."-WashIng
ton Star.
Kind to the Limit,
"Was he eind to his family?"
"I abOuld sey he was. He couldn't
have been kinder If be had been an
Insurance preelient."-Clen eland Plats
A MYSTERY SOLVED.
Such important problems as the Pan-
ama canal question, the future of ltus-
las, frenzied finance and the like were
mere bagatelles to the "Thirty Club."
It Is indeed a misfortune that President
Roosevelt never heard of the "Thirty
Club." It is an organization without a
charter, and its members are men of all
callings. The meeting place is the hotel
office, the time after midnight, and tho
most prominent members of the order
are the printers who work on the morn-
ing Papers. Of these there are a half-
dozen. When the knights of topography
appear they deal out the latest telegraph
news, and long before the morning pa-
pers are issued for the rest of the world
the "Thirty Club" has settled every-
thing.
Lockwood, the stage manager; Kro-
mer, the traveling salesman; Cromwell,
the butter and egg expert for a South
Water street firm; Humphrey, the res-
taurant man, and Davis, whose calling
was for a long time a mystery to all, are
Other members of this nightly senate.
When the policies that involve the
destinies of nations are disposed of the
"Thirty Club" turns its consideration to
other less important ttens. Stories
are sometimes the rule. Some of the
stories told at the "Thirty Cub" are so
good that famous after-dinner speakers
would give anything to hear them.
Darla "the mystery," as he was
termed by some, Is onset the best story
tellers in the crowd. His experiences
have been most varied. Whenever he
gets Oh floor the rest of the club listens
Latently.
Being a versatile member, always
good-natured, and ever ready to tall a
Sok*, of which he is invariably the butt,
he is a welcome member in the "Thirty
Club."
Despite his verbosity, however, Davis
still held within an atmosphere of re-
serve that warped away the inquisitive.
lie never told the -Thirty Club" what
he did for a living. Inasmuch as he
chose this course, no member presumed
to ask enlightenment Nevertheless.
every member took a great interest it.
Davis. All wanted to know what he did,
but none dared to ask. Finally it became
a rule when any knotty problem was
presented to a single member of the
club to answer: -That's as deep a mys-
tery as Davis' job."
One morning Darts did not take as
much interest in the doings of the-Thir-
ty Club" as usual. He came in the
ofece without greeting the crowd.
When the "Thirties" adjourned tnat
night Davis was seen to hand a roll con-
taining 46 crisp tat bills to the night
clerk for safekeeping.
He offered no explanation fur the big
sum of money he carried. If such •
thing was passible the mystery sur-
rounding the talkative member's bust-
aces deepened.
Next night Davis was absent from
foil call. The clerk volunteered the in-
formation that be "paid up and left."
For several nights the bank roll was the
subject of conversation. The "Thirty
Club" could have used the talents of a
Sherlock Holmes. Tbe fate of Russia
was nothing to the mystery surrounding
Davis. Finally it gave up trying to
solve the mystery. Davis was gone and
they decided to forget that he was ever
a Member of the "Thirty Club."
Three weeks later Kromer packed ks
grip arid bid the club good•by, lie was
off for the trip In Wiscoosin, Minnesota
and the Dakotas. He too, was moon
forgotten. Nothing called him to wind
again until a telegram chine one morn-
ing early. The message was addressed:
"The Thirty ('lub, P- Hutel. Chicago:
(Do not deliver mail after midnight.)
Have solved the mystery surrounding
Davis. Arrive Chicago .1: At a. m. Hold
club until I arrOs. Will captain.
"Kromer."
The message ems denterutt at °a.
O'elock 1.. the morning It was present-
eO. to Chairman Oimuiell by the night
clerk. The chairman read it to thc
"Thirty Club." It is needissa or say
that the members watched the clock
tick slowly until the hands pointed te
3 :to. Then the euepooae became ter-
rible. At 3:50 a cab rolled up to the
door, and Kromer, grips In hand, stepped
oat. Ile ran into the. hotel, and as be
removed hie gloves be began his story:
"Fellows, I sec the 'Thirty Club' is all
acconutell for except Donis. I know
however, where he is abont now. When
1 was headed for Chicago a t ra in ahead
of us was wrecked. 3dy train came up
to the wreck and along with a party of
traveling men we went. down the track
to see the smash-up. As we came up a
familiar figure, clad in long overcoat
and high boots, approached. It was
Davis. lie was as happy as a la,I. Ariel
greeting me he explained 'that his two
carloads of stuff was not hurt in the
least.' He would not lose a eera or bay.
any troublenvith the railroad. Of course
his talk was a mystery to we. I was
prepared to see two carloads of fine
horses, but Davis surprised me. He'
pointed out two carloads of turkeys and
chickens.. .no they
belong to you'?' I asked, iii
surprise.
".'Sure, and they ate the !lest ship-
ment. of the year. You remember the
aweuty-three hundred dollar roll I had
when I last saw you? Well, there it is.'
-Davis,' I ventured, emboldened to
1 the point of *tiering my curiosity,
"what do you do for a living?'
''Whw, don't you fellows in the
'Thirty Club' 'save. that? I am the
Ibuyer for the largest poultry firm in
, Chicago. All that stuff goes to South
Water street to suppl)Chicago's Christ-
mas and New Year's dinners, If you are
going back now, tell she boys I will be
, with them Saturday night.'"
I Saturday night Davis arrived. The
hearty reception accorded him was ati
much a mystery to bin as was his call
fag to the "Thirty Club.1.-Cialcago
• itecord-Herald.
Models for Artists Are in Many
Cases Quite Plain it
Feature.
"One of the most preposterous ideas
In existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrao
Ultimate," Mr. Robert Bringlairst says.
"In this country • majority of the
models are employed in art schools
or by inetructors of classes in paint-
ing. drawing or siodellng, and for
purposes of instruction any figure is
good enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion. just as well from a homely
model as from one that Is surpassing-
ly beautiful. There is no need of
the latter at alt If one presents her
sel4 all well and good, but as the
schools and instructors are entirely
ladapendont la their needs she must
be catent with the alone pay that
rules for all la tlas dams. which is
generally ind mare them a dollar for
a three-hour posing awn& As the
work Ls, after all, only nuskillei labor,
tg is an exceptionally good rate of pay
at that What obtains here also ob-
tains for more Limn half the model
work abroad, yet the avers„,^e person
Wintry *injures up a drean of lovell-
gess when an artist's model is men-
timed and associates the work with
ressuneratloa of a dollar or more an
hour.
"Of coarse. where an artist %squires
a partionlar kind cl model, no matter
what the especial requirement nu.y be,
the law of supply and demand steps
in and regulates pay, for ono thing, is
accordance with its Inexorable mis-
dates. If the supply of that sort of
model te short the price runs high.
I have beard of models who reeetved
several dollars an hour. Rut thee are
ties many satisfactory ladle:duals will.
tag to pose for whatever they can glot
to make such a coneltlen any ether
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
New Orleans an Values Very Ifigkiy
Els "Lucky" Zonal
Chestnut.
--
"I wouldn't veil that thing far S1,004
If I lost it I'd hunt for it, like the
enights of King Arthur bnated the
icily Grail. That thing exorcised
toodoo that hung about me 'for See
-ears. That thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with great seavielion, says
the Kansas City Star, about a little
buckeye .neased in a small gold cue
that bung on the watch !dab of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man.
"Cp to September 7, 1900. 1 bad
been the viettm of bad of one
sort sad another." he said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
isor. I ieeolle-t that the train was
delayed nett a dozen times before ii
reached the city, and I was fuming.
We got there at last and just as I
was leaving my car I saw Oh buck
-ye trine on the opposite seat. I
picked It up and put ft In my pocket
I had ittended going to the Black
hotel that night. but after picking up
that buckeye I soddenly changed my
mind. A good mrny guests at the
Black hotel perished is the fool next
night.
"7.ater on at New Orleans I was out
eshtng in a catboat with three other
men A equall struck us. The others,
who could swim. -.are drowned. I
ant swim a stroke but I had my
buckeye and I was raved. After that
I had the thing fuel in this gold ease
And thnt's why I trcseare it."
Ferope's Jewelry Ceoter.
Pforzheim is a city of about 65,0fte
populatko met is devoted almost er.
elusively to :be raaaufacture or jewel-
ry, there helm: about 500 factories
where leweiry is made. It is the Jew.
eiry center of The various
manutacturers are very energetic and
are careful to study the wants of thcir
customers sad endeoror to please thee'
regarding dreigus, priers and terms of
sale. Pro:n present initrittfory U's
shipment of jewelry to the Philippines
will amount to about $100.000 for the
Garai year. With the Ameecan mane.
faettirer's aevantage In distance and
machinery-as muck of the P:orzheirn
leweiry is made by hand -it aalmata
that we tumid capture more of the
trade of the island'.
Influence uf Irving.
To Irving more than any other ma
IS due tbe change last has taken place
Is London in re. eto years in the nodal
ocisttion of actors-a change which his
come within my tre-71 memory, writes
e. S. Nadal, in Scribner's. Whrn I
first went to London in 180 nore wire
no actors in society Whsu I CatlIC bath
lt77 there were a good many ot
them to be seen abut.. There was
growing up a eociety which ass coin
mead of succesoful artists, the new
rich people. and the profesilonai
Classes, with a sprinkling of such of
the older society as had a fancy fer
art and the theater. In that sciety
the wtors had not only a good, but a
distingushed place.
Queer Sunday Law,
In Spain drug stores are permitted
to sell drugs all day on Sunday,- but
to deal in perfumery on that day is
unlawful. Candy cannot lavall:V be
sold later than Il o'clock in the fere
noon unless no clerks or aserastants al e
employed. Proprietors may keep open
all day if they do the work themselves.
Russia Then and raw.
Times have not ilianged twice in
tontury. In 1801 It was said inat Al-
exasder T. rode In a procession throuvi
the streets of Sr. Petersburg preeedei
rbonoytted attsary4.u. tm 0f 
his 
iniu 91 hihegITL,l'i amntker.
ririk
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Bow
*dies of the "Patent"
Variety.
It has been barged by one or twe
eastern magazines that "patent"
'clues are injuring those who use
them, and, as these statements are te
be lived as arguments for the passage,
at the next legislative session, of laws
prohibiting the sale of these medicines,
the figurer of a Chicago etatisticiati
aro of unusual interest and impQr-
Lance.
That less than one-twentieth sa
many persona ale, injured by the um
of all "patent" medicines, or which it
hos been poseible to learn the trade
eattlae,, or the name of the manotae.
lure', as are injured by carbolic avid
Cone, is one of the facts proven. Car-
t/elle acid is never mentioned in the
ettacks, pruteibly for the reason that
It is exclusively employed in medics.
lion by the regular "schools of med.
Ida." and does not Qatar Into 001119*(1.
Lion with them, as do the "patent."
medicines.
The compilation covers U7 cases,
reported en the newspapers of the
coils t ry during the period betwees
Juno 26 and November 1. As the awe.
loos of numerous preis clipping ha.
ream etre engaged to furnien clip.
plats of email of poisoning, tbeee Is
reasonable aasursaos teat every pc*
lowing Case that has occurred has lea.
tered into the compilation.
None of the 427 ClAbrJ is a ease 61
suicide, or attempted ...icicle, or a ems
wherein a drug or yoesun was mai
with crisslaid lataut. The eases are
those of poisoning *y the as. or aosi.
dental nsieuse of z-eJicinse, drugs es
poisons, and demi% aud injury by 'mal-
practice. Of these ammo 193 were
tatal; 1,2 being &delta and lul ea/i.
tree.
Of 40 cases of alleged malprasitize.
1 1 were fatal and 2.) involved criminal
operations. Of six cases involving
"patent' medicines, the trade name of
ebich could be learned after diligent
inquiry, live wens fatal. ?bur were
eases where overdoses were taken; two
were cases where the medicines hail
been carelessly left within the react
of children who, chtldlike5 ate or desalt
the contents of the package. There Is
not a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, according to directions,
of "patent" medicines, bat there ars
recorded cases where pes&'ripto aS
have been written or filled wrong.
In 212 of the C9; eases the wrong
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. It. MN
camas bottles were left within the'reaca
of children, and In ad cases overdoses
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic acid figures In 141 of Lka
mace, or in one case In every five. U
was fatal in 42 cases. Of them tam!
sues :I.: were adults and 20 cnildres
It was administered by mistake el
nurses three times.
Morphine ranked second with MI
eases, 4C of which were heal; al adults
and eight children. It was taken by
mistake six times. and left within the
reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
were taken 40 times, 'SS of the persoss
Included in the 40 being habitues. it
was administered, direct, by a ;dual-
clan once; was administered to a
child by an older child once, and ad-
ministered by a medical student three
times.
Laudanum ranks third with 43 cases;
16 fatal. 12 adults and hoer children.
It was taken by rolauthe 16 llamas, left
where children could wet It ten Oman  
and overdoses were taken 17 time,.
Strychnine ranks Itturth with U  
rases; 15 fatal, live se adults sad tea
to children. It was taken by mistake
seven times: left In reach of children
lo times and administered by mistake
of pareot once.
I Ammonia rules fifth with 14 mem;
none fatal. It was taken by mistake
ror medicine ten times and left wIthis
the reach of children four times.
Three deaths were caused by the use
of bay rum as a beverage. Nine deaths  
were ceased by the me of norida wa-
1:er as a beverage.Lye vu taken by mistake for med.
'eine eve times. arid was taken by chia
Iran eight times. heieg respousible foi
three deaths. There were 34 cases of
otonealne poisoning, remit/mg in nine
deaths.
Practically every known poison en
tees ir...o the C97 easels, and the figoreei
show conclusively that -patent" med-
icines, while they are vastly ahead
the number of times used In the aver
age hoasehold, are far Ochind a ben it
comes to poisoning. o- injuring those
who tee, or accidentally reisinte,,theue
-Exchange. '
Earthquakes :is China.
Verr I., me of the ex-
planations given by oLinece ef the re
cent earthquakes which haNe been
felt at Hongkong, Canton and Macao.
The Hongkong Daily Press tells alicut
them: -The famous dragon %Lome
privilege it has been to give an ocCip
atonal shock to the earth's crust is nut
held responsible for the recent sire
in Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose lingrr
has been raised by the reclamation
works. Coolies are elklimping daily
boatloads of sand and stone on the
poor dragon's back, and the beast nate
urally feels hurt"
Prepostersms.
Shedbolt-I Lad such a funny dream
last night.
Dinguss-What was it?
"I dreamed that / asked you for the
money you owed me, and you paid IL"-
Chicago Tribune.
Toe 'Badly Crippled.
Manager-Flow's the new ftlamsk
coastal alalig?
Captain of the Football Tesa-Obe lise
'set -liali.-ialLage muss&
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People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARIL BEST
Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfornes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
comirig into our possession.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUG GIST
8)(TH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First
Because it irons smothiy, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone goa.
NOTICE
Hithest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
'STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything
esSosso Court Street. um Phone
Clem Fran siola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC
TION.
WOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS i'HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
1NCoRPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and bes
eircurtion oct of Paducah.
s8,00
 
Fornntehe Rouir nyder 8T‘rrip to.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfoc
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
-,0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
- 
ear Fraternity Building.
Old Phone agS Red.
1
PADUCAH. KENTUCKI
A. S DABNEY
-DENTIST-
". Trueharr Building
• TEL. sir R s
•i• • • •
Auk •••••,!,....**0
YOU CAN'T TRIFLE I
WITH SICKNESS 41M
•
*
In emergencies, prompt, exact, al•
careful ond intelligent service' isni MR. GEORGE LANDRAM RE-
imperative. dil SUMES CAMPAIGN OVER
in 
Our large patronage proves that RAILROAD DISTRICT.t
we are giving just this kind of g I
service.
POLITICS IN
ATMOSPHERE
Whether you order the most
complicated prescription, a drink
of Soda or simply want to buy a
tooth brush, you will receive thee
et same prompt and thorough atten-
Con.
M'1'HERSON'S1
•
t DRUG SIVRE :I the Democratic nomination for rail-
.
• road comnilesioner front the thirty-
'FOURTH &BROADWAY eight counties in this end of the
.43.1u%
Judge James Breathitt Not Seeking
Nomination, But Would Not Re-
fuse ;f Offered It. '
edoaglatatlet......4160,4Piiii•ntit
i• + • • .1. • • • • • • • • •
POPULAR WANTS. •
•
*. • • • • • • 4. • • • • • • •
For up-to-date Cleaning and Verso
ing tiartieteu•oo op!Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. 'Two 'phones.
- 
Industrious young
711all .bookkeekt. stencigraphe:
and office work. Must write good
hand mid base good habits. Address
X, this offie.
FOR RENT-New brick house
east Jeff'erson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable placia by month or
Apply J. R. IYALI.
.Fraternity building.
TENIORE REAL BSTATE
FOR -RENT-Elegant flats. Sev
fifth and Broadisay. Apply to B. ..t
• Seat-
••• -
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
o• sees of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
'trate habits. who can speak. read
end write English For information
apply to Reernitine Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine. systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
;ob. Terms reaionable.
JOHN Ti SMITH, JR., 118 Fra
ternity building.
Jernished or unfinished. ()tic
*eagle two, connecting rooms with
!nerd. The Inn No. 317 North
tierefeh'strect call or telephone *578.
-
MUKLUK TO MEET
'd 0 I s • Chiefs ef the Order Will Attend
"The Clansman" Next Week.
1P"
•••
Memphis. Jan. aa A inosement is
-.foot to have the chiefs and members
the Ka Klux Klan attend the open-
ing presentation of "The Clansman"
..: the Lyceum theater Thursday of
next week. Gen. George W. Gorden
congressman-elect. has accepted an
.nritatian to occupy a box. Another
•• box will be taken by the descend-
of the late LientaGeri. Nathan
Bedford Forrest. the Grand Wizaid
ef the Klan. They are his son.
's to ('apt. Wiltiain N. Forrest. and his
1.
sir
• • erandtbildreti. N. Redford Forrest.
W.. M. Forrest. Jr. and Mrs. T. J.
./161
Hrodley.
06 Thomas Daum, Jr.. says in a recent
magazine .article: i"The Km Klux
Pan' was commanded and led to its
triumph by the sturdy clansmen of
Scoteb ancestry. Generale Forrest
Anil George Gordon. of Tennessee.
and John B. Gordon. of Georgia.
welt all of Scotch blood. and the hill
comities of the south were the,
eceino et their struggles and vie.'
levies." Prof. Fleming'e 'History
c.1 the. Ku Klee Klan" also mentions
Gen. George W. Gordon as roc of
the leaders of the movement in Ten-
nessee.
It is estimated that there ac
more of the old-time Klansmen resi-
dent in and about Memphis then in
any other city in :la. soall
, St. Louis' Leading Hotel.
' W.hen in Sts Louis stop at the Plan-
lert note, you'll meet your friends
there.
Refused Appcinernent.
Rev. Ws T. Bolling. 17.1).. of the
Alethedist cher:Tile has beer
toridered aft important appointment hiitHie life by Governor Vardaman, ofississippi, but refuses in order to.
continue his ministerial calling. He
and the governor have been dose, in-
* timate personal friends for many
years, andisefore leaving Mississippi
tile reverend gentleman was chief
ehaplahl of the slate guard.
His congregation and other friends
here are glad he rejected the appoint-
ment, which IV a 9 offered Wins several
weeks ago while in Mississippi fee- a
few days.
Hon. George Landrion, the Smith-
land .attorney. was here yosieeduy and
left this morning for Fratikfoet. Ky.
oneletisiness. -When be eeturne be will
resume his canvass pi' this state rail-
road commission district in -seeking
Mr. LandranO is proving quite an
aCtive .coMpaigner. and Slates that
from 741 of the many counties be has
visited thus far he is receiving noth-
ing but the best of encouragement
and suppert. and is of the opinion
he will have a walkover when the
tinie comes to make the nornination.
He has been in,public life for many
years and is intimately knovin ,all
&er the state. having a large .and
strong following.
...•••••••••••m
Leen .1 captain i he Selsotion Army.
dmits that she hasThe aeoMitn
ipawn e ergs: number of articles
wete later secured from pawn-
shops. •
"I not .only stole things from
stores." Airs. Smith told the detect-
ives, "but 1, went to private houses
and picked tap an thing of value, prin-
cipally ',jewelry and tineclothing. I
would engage myself as a servant and
when the:osItance came- I would take
anythirril'eould carry."
A.fter telBing of her alleged connec-
tion, with' the Salvation Army. Mrs.
Stith satidi "I wee also a member
of the original Florodor sextet. I
received i.fine musical 'education in
Paris. • We ,node a great hit in New
York." s
Gubernatorial Candidate.
Judge James Breathitt, ot Hopkins-
was here yesterday on business
and while in the city was asked about
hi• name being mentioned iii connec-
tion with the Republican nomination
for governor of this state. Re re-
plied that he %Val% not seeking the
nomination. but also said a high
honor ei this kind could net be re
paned it thrust on one 'by the party.
betel- Presthitt is one of the foremost
lawyers of tEe *We, an excellent
gentleman, and would make about as
strong a man as his party could pit
against the Democratic examinee, but
this is not saying he has any more
chances of being elected than other
Repub:icans Who have aspired for the
place before. It is generally Older-
stood everywhere that he i• a reeep-
e candidate.
Deraecrstic Chairman.
Mr. J. B. Trail. id Sinai:land. is in
the city on liminess. lie is chairman
Of the county Democratic committee
for Livingston county, and days priti•
tics up that way arc quiet at present.
--
Rennet of Absurdity.
The Afternoon Sun yesterday said
that Farmer Mayor Jame: Lang had
annoteiced he oould make the ra:c
far mayor if Former Masao Charles
Reed. his old enemy. came out for
the place. Mr. Lang last evening
branded this publication as false, and
says he cannot afford to eacrilice his
big drug business to make the race.
Mr Reed also stated in otrong terms
that he most positively was not a
candidate for mayor. and had not the
'lightest idea of running.
Masonic Notice.
Plain City Lodge No. opt. F and A.
!.5 . will meet in special communica-
tion at 7:30 0*eloeli tonight, to take
action in regard to its iaterest in the
M. &, 0. F. Building Cn. By order of
JAS. E. FILIIELAL Master.
GEO. 0. INGR M. Scc'y
RIVER NEWS
The steamer Cily Memphis left
Oesterilay for the Tennessee river
where site renaii trot il next Monday
The Kentucky comes out of th•
Tennessee river tonight and remain -
here until 5 o'clock Saturday after
noon before departing on her return
that wav.
At 8 o'clock this morning the steam-
er Dick Fowler .gets.out •for. Cairc
aril comes back tonight Wont it
o'clock.
The Joe. Foss let went to Evans-
ville yesterday and, comes back to-
m. orow;
The Buttorff went to 'Nashville yes-
terday and comes back next Sunday.
She lies' here until Monday before
getting out againfor Clarksville.
The Peters Lee and Georgia Lee
will not start net again until son'
time next week•in the Memphis and
Cincinnati trade, on account of tit/
high water.
pekfaces are Ise•ng gotten
mentbere.
Masonic Notice.
-Paducah Lodge No. foe. F. and A.
M. mill. Mott in special coinmunica-
foe at 7t30 o'clock tonight to take
eetion igoregurd to its interest in the
N. and O. F. Buildiug Co. By order
J. T. S.V.NDERS, Master.
FR.EltXCICE R. See'y.
T TIME
NMI MEETING
8IOMES:4 OF ALDERMAN
HANNAN MAY PREVENT
-THE SESSION.
The Red Men's Lodge Assembles
Timorrow Evening at Hall-Re-
bekahs Enjoyed Banquet
Tonight is the Ome for the regu-
lar semi-monthly meeting ii the
aldermanic body, but as Alderman
Edward I). Hannan is curl-mot at his
home War sickness. the . balaeee of
tl.e board may decide not to :u-ern-
as both sides r ant each teem-
ber there in trying to elect the be
president. %,
Red Men's Lodge.
"marrow evening the Red ‘I
leear meets al its hall sin Ni': .
Fenn% street, and during the session:
the sides t.f the membership contest intoning but nill probably betaffirsa
toll turn in a large batch of applies- by !image! The wor-t of the good in
toms they have secured for parties..• s t• imu.ss thatight t, b.4.
-siring to juin :he secret order. The .
contest is warming up and many new
by the
To Confiscate Food. 
• ./
Chisinilaii. 0.. Jan ;.-Mayor
Rebiskah's Banquet.
tio)cntihpeseYpolliliiss • atifstecronru7s ieat fooritaen:':After Installing the newly ehoted Ind n heir needed for 4fief anti tGiilter* the Ingleside Rebekah lodge •where dealers attempt to extortlest evening enjoyed ta sumptuoustreasonable prices. This actiegli,.fe: st .at their assembly • ltai'. may I .laisen ocoause a: numerous report
sr*
amilt
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ICE SALE
Much of the Winter ha ti got to come and though
the river is raising, our prices have fallen: Wehive many odd overcoats that,we desire to get rid
of, and therefore will close them out at
1.
•
HALF PRICE
$ 3.75
$ 5.00
$ 6.75
$ 7.50
$ 9.25
$10.00
323
BROADWAY
Buys a Suit or Overcoat that was
Buys krotit or Overcoat that was
Boys i Snit or Overcoat that was
BaytiStrit or Overcoat that was
Buys at,'1.1it or Overcoat that was
Buys a Suit or Overcoat that was
nevi ;-
DESBERGEWS
ADERGRAND _,AOTHIERLE 
$ 7.50
$10.00
$12.50
$15.00
$18.50
$20.00
323
8R9ADWAT
members being peewit: and indniaing.
extortion. ., •i. a variety of
The slow recession of the waters
Paducah Guard
X Paducah Guard of the Keyotont
Caard will be organized tonight at
a meeting to be held at the Red
Men's hall op North Fourth street.
It is a new Fraterhal co-operative
sick and accident order
tautchatte of Railroad Reported.
Portland. Ore., Jan. 22.-The report
is circulated here that the Astoria &
Columbia River railroad has been sola
to Tames J.
The consideration is asserted to
the neigielsorhood of $3.500.000.
continued all day. Colder weather
sias promised for tonight amid tumor
; row, and the relief ergattilations re-
doubled their efforts. The railroads
I began preparations during the day forthe resumption of regular traffic. but
it will he several (lays before the lines
mining iisto the Grand Central %tee
skin nil) he able to ecotone use Of
that denot.
This 777177"1111111,
42.8 on Gauge.
(Continued from Page_ One.)
reach here early Thursday. Relief
boats went out early this morning to
the erioded districts. Most of the
pegple in the lowlands have been res.
cowl! Greet suffering evist% at Tell
City. hula and the town was in eark-
nees last night, both the electric light
plant and the water works plant
thers behig closed down. The elec-
tric light at Canto-11ton is :Or() 111!,t
off. Uniontown. Ky.. below here. '4
shut off from the w)iirld. and the
water is up in many business lioveee
of that town. A report received froir
Rahm's St:16m. tch miles below here
sayo a large elevator was wrecked 'last
'night at a loss of $25.000.
Green river was still rising this
WOMAN BOASTS OF
A CAREER IN CRIME
---
Kansas City, Jan. , Ivt
Smith,' who wax arrested in a'depart-,
meet store while attempting to steal
confessed to having. had an amazing
career of crime in Kansas City.. Not
only did she admit numerous cases' of
shoplifting. lint confessed that, in the
euise of a seevant, she ltad committed
robberies in several homes. To cap it
ell. she eilmiated that she was a men-,
her of the original 'Florodoro aex- •
let," of which there' are now more
than fifty "original stirs-leo-to." ittst to
Every effort possible is being made l iiientioe those who have
to lase native woods for ties in build-' Pittahnor millianaires.
In the railwats in the Philippines. Mrs. Smith also. said that
_ 
.
•
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rtild
she had
,
o-At pirVARG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Levee Breaking.
New Orleans, Jae -eta-There are
, Ise breaks in the Mississippi river
levees about %eventy-five mites below
late hundred feet each. Considerable
here ranging in width from twenty to
?property damaged is threatened.
Big Flood Is Feared,
Vicshasrg. Miss.. Jaw sa-Ten
t alusond bales' of cottorr have been
7(111, A Cfl in anticipation of flood water
. in the Mississippi from the Iono•
compresses here. a stage of 52 fee.
is generally predicted here, and this
i le;11 put the Yazoo and Miseissippiveitey tracks snider water
River Sixty
Cain). M., Jan.
.gradually rising.
mules below Cairo
Miles Wide.
23.--The river
The river a fe‘N
I. more than sixty
miles wide, covering miles of Keil,
tacky and Aliasouri. fannieg land.
The water is _slowty working Mae
the levee at Bird's Pont, and by ti.
trio-row night thousands of acres •
Sentheast Missouri will be undo
Water.
- The people in this section are flee-
ing to the hills for safety. and all
stock is being moved out.
• oat
The Iron Mountain and co:on
Kelt railroad • are non harivg trouble
vith the %ate:. and•, with a roe of
3 feet more. u Inch is predicted, they
eanipereil te atomism the
and termtnale of Bird's Prent,jbe entire sereisary between there
•s:
icesal:a7
er Isarle• Terser will s'sortly
IOC% i• A
overhanhv.
nited Net& lighthouse tend-/
er Seals+, sensed yesorday from the .
rMaindotri river. .1'111 After getting
and fuel le-re. she pens-ceded
rn ta thc Wabash riser where she
will be stationed.
The Kit Carson tomorrow goes to '
(-tiro to run out of that city to
X1 Me moil next week nil) the rso
joie; be finished far the towboat Ls ill
at the dry docks.
The towboat Inverness pelted on?
•sterday for a tie trip up the Clou-
t .•:and river.
1t‘
$trIts,
,7t. rising.
Chattanooga. So, rising.
Cincinnati. 63.2. falline
Evansville. 4,59. rising.
Florence, oe, rising.
Johneonville. ia.o. rising.
ata. stawding
Mt. Caramel Oto. noise,
• Nashville, za Hoot.
Pittsburg, falling.
• .SI. I JIMA. 0.3. rising
Mt. Vernon, 47.4 rising
Parktwah. 42.0. envie*.
itunteiale. failing.
Cte•lotee, zee. jell's,.
-soarameserom--
WHICH WAS
FIRST?
Tilt HEN OR THE EGG
THINK IT (WU
IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
RING isi,3 OR CALL AT salt
BROADWAY AND WE WILL
EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT THE
NECESSITY OF EXPERT DE..
SIGh.i. ARTISTIC. ATTRAC-
TIVE. UP-TO-DATE PIC-
TURE FRAMING. WALL PA-
PERING AND DECORATING.
LARGEST ASSORTMENT IN
THE CITY
SANDERSON ditt•
COMPANY
Another One Of Our Special
1 • 5 0 Books• • . •50c
We have iust received a n ew shipment of the most desira'Asfiction et our popular 5ro price, among there we offer.
THE CHIEF LEGATEE, by Anna Katherine Green. This iaof the greatest books of the year. TO BE HAD ONLY ATOUR STORE.
D. E. Wilson Music ManAt Harbour's Department Store
Eic ok
FOR THE BESIVIAt ON THE MARKET
GENUINE'
TRADE WATER.
PHON, ,254
es
INCORPORATED.
Office and Ere;ator 2nd & Ohio •
,
•-•••.•••••
•
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